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Judge Easterbrook to Preside Over Van
Vleck Moot Court Finals
BY CRISTINA VON SPIEGELFELD

Staff Writer
The Honorable Frank Easterbrook
of the United States Court of Appeals for
the Seventh Circuit will be Chief Judge
for the finals of the Van Vleck Moot
Court Competition to be held in Febru
ary 2004. Through the efforts of Dean
Young and Professor Roger Schechter,
Advisor to the Moot Court Board, Judge
Easterbrook will also be joined by Judge
Colleen McMahon of the U.S. District
Court for the Southern District of New
York and by Judge Steven Glickman of
the D.C. Court of Appeals. All three
judges are highly regarded and are likely
to be a very lively panel.
Judge Easterbrook is familiar to
many students because his opinions are
selected by casebook editors quite often.
The only judge that gets more opinions
published is Easterbrook's fellow 7th Cir
cuit Judge, Judge Posner. Easterbrook
graduated from the University of Chicago
Law School in 1973 where he was an edi
tor of the Law Review and a member of
the Order of the Coif. He was also a law
clerk to Levin H. Campbell of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the First Circuit
before joining the solicitor general's of
fice, where he served first as assistant to
the solicitor general and later as deputy
solicitor general of the United States. In
addition to his duties on the Seventh Cir
cuit, Judge Easterbrook teaches at Uni
versity of Chicago Law School. His in
terests include antitrust law, criminal law
and procedure, and other subjects involv-

BY ALEX SAUNDERS

News Editor
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Jane Yonovsky (at podium), 2L Day, answers a judge's question during a practice
moot court argument. Her opponents, Alan Tauber and Emily Mancina, 3Ls, look
on.
ing implicit or explicit markets.
The topics of this year's competi
tion are the constitutionality of a mental
health exception in abortion, and whether
life sentences and the death penalty for
violations of anti-abortion statutes vio
late the Eighth Amendment prohibition
against cruel and unusual punishment.
Don Amlin, Chairman of the 2003-2004
Van Vleck Competition was responsible

for choosing the topics and received help
in drafting and writing the problems from
Professor Ira C. Lupu who served as fac
ulty advisor.
Although abortion and death-

penalty related legal issues are controver
sial, Amlin said controversy was what he
was striving for and it would make for a

See MOOT COUR Tpage 5

RIAA: Too Heavy-Handed?
BY JONATHAN HALL BACKENSTOSE

Staff Writer
The Recording Industry Associa
tion of America ("RIAA") has been in
the news lately, usually in relation to one
of its schemes to fight file-sharing. Un
fortunately for the music industry, it
seems that no matter what the RIAA tries,
the RIAA and its members come out
looking heavy-handed at best and anticonsumer at worst.
The RIAA is a trade group repre
senting the U.S. recording industry.
Among its members are the "big five"
record companies: Sony, Warner, Univer
sal, BMG, and EMI. In its role as indus
try representative, the RIAA is best
known for protecting the intellectual
property rights of its members and com
bating what it refers to as music piracy.
As the RIAA states on its website, "[Our]
mission is to foster a business and legal
climate that supports and promotes our
members' creative and financial vitality."

News
Mock Trial page 2.
Flooding in LOOT page 3.

Former Ambas
sador Discusses
Hispanic In
volvement in
U.S. Foreign
Policy

Many people do not see the RIAA's
efforts as a successful promotion of its
members' vitality, but more as a series of
PR blunders which ultimately may result
in consumer backlash. Their critics have
no paucity of high-profile scandals to
point at. As an illustration are the fol
lowing news items.
RIAA sues 12 year old
As a recent shift in policy, the RIAA
announced it would target end users in
stead of file-sharing systems. In its ini
tial wave of 261 suits, the RIAA sued
Brianna LaHara, a 12 year old honors
student who lived with her mother in a
city housing project in New York City.
LaHara and her mother, Sylvia Torres,
reported they believed they were entitled
to download music over the Internet be
cause they had paid $29.99 for software
giving them access to online file-sharing
services.
According to the Associated Press,

Cary Sherman, current President of the
RIAA, was unapologetic. "We're trying
to let people know they may get caught,
therefore they should not engage in this
behavior," she said. "Yes, there are going
to be some kids caught in this, but you'd
be surprised at how many adults are en
gaged in this activity." Although condem
nation of the suit began almost as soon
as LaHara and Torres received the com
plaint, the RIAA still extracted a $2000
settlement and apology from Torres in
early September, 2003.
RIAA sues four college students
accused of operating file-sharing
networks
Around the beginning April, 2003,
the RIAA brought suit against four col
lege student network operators, two at
Renssalaer Polytechnic Institute, one at
Princeton University, and one at Michi
gan Technological University ("MTU").
R I A A na c r e 6

Hispanic Law Student Society. "It's ex-

citing. I think it's one of the biggest events
we've had this year," said Garcia. "Hope
fully it'll set the tone for future events and
get HLSA more recognition at the
school."
Jessica Chipoco, Director of Career
Affairs at HLSA, also feels that this was
an important event. "It's been the most
active Hispanic Awareness Month here
at GW, at least in the last couple of years
since we've been here."
Arcos spoke candidly about the
relative lack of involvement on the part
of the Hispanic community in foreign
affairs policy. "We have been largely ab
sent from the official ranks of foreign
policy-making," said Arcos. Arcos noted
that other ethnic groups like Jews, Greeks
and Eastern Europeans have had a better
history of coordinating their views and
getting attention from the U.S. govern
ment.
The objective of many of these eth
nic groups has historically been focused
on making the U.S. government aware of
unjust conditions in their homeland, said
Arcos. He noted that ethnic groups com
ing from Eastern Europe promoted "ex
ile politics" with a primary concern for
freeing their homeland and bringing de
mocracy to their birthplace. This is in
contrast to the "immigrant politics" of
Hispanics and Latinos. This, he said, is
one of the major differences between the

See ARCOS page 5
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The former Ambassador to Hondu
ras spoke at the Moot Court room in
Lerner Hall Oct. 6. Former Ambassador
Cris Arcos spoke about the need for
Latinos to become more involved in is
sues pertaining to U.S. foreign policy.
Arcos now serves as Senior Advisor on
Foreign Policy and Director of Interna
tional Affairs at the United States Depart
ment of Homeland Security. Arcos had
recently delivered the same speech at
Harvard and presented the event at GW
as part of Hispanic Heritage Month.
Pat Manteiga, Director of Events
for HLSA, feels that it was a great honor
to host this unique event. "He's always
been a leader in the Hispanic commu
nity," said Manteiga. Abihail Garcia, CoPresident of HLSA, hopes that this
speech will attract more interest to the

Mi

Flouse Editorial - page 15.
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Students Taste Lawyering in Mock Trial Competition
BY CRISTINA VON SPIEGELFEID

Staff Writer
Two teams of two students will
meet in the finals of the 2003 Cohen &
Cohen Mock Trial Competition on Wed.,
Oct. 22 after defeating a field of about 30
teams. For several months, participants
have worked on a murder trial in which
the defendant is an attorney accused of
killing a lover. Behind the scenes, the
Mock Trial Competition continues to be
highly praised by participants for its edu
cational value, but difficulties in simulat
ing the trial process and the magnitude
of the competition have also brought
some student complaints.
Amanda Johnson, President of the
Mock Trial Board (Board), said that
competitors are concerned about the
amount of work involved in the competi
tion. Some competitors felt it was a lot
of work fulfilling the requirements, which
are to write one motion in limine, partici
pate in one scrimmage round, attend two
tips sessions, and compete in at least two
rounds of competition. In fact, one com
petitor who did advance said, "I was dis
appointed that I made it to the next
round. Having to present both sides in
one day is a daunting task, and I was look
ing forward to being done with the com
petition, and receiving my credit."
Johnson felt that the amount of
work was worth just one credit. She also
said that each requirement was specifi
cally designed to increase the educational
value of the competition and competitors
benefit from those requirements. Dean
David Johnson, who oversees all three
skills boards, pointed out that early in the
school year the Board made a huge ef
fort to make prospective competitors
aware of the requirements of the compe
tition.
Participants were also bothered by
the subjectivity and inconsistency of the
judges. Some felt that the standards were
subjective and being judged by different
practitioners with different idiosyncrasies
did not necessarily result in a competi
tion with a level playing field. They

thought that the judges considered other
factors beyond those on the scoring sheet.
For example, some participants felt that
it did not matter whether you were a great
team or if you did well, but whether you
managed to get a judge or two who were
impressed by you and graded well.
Participants also said that in the
morning rounds, the judges would give
them feedback that they would then in
corporate into their afternoon argument
but that the change would be criticized
by the new judge. One participant says,
"In the morning session, the judges I had
were much harder compared to the after
noon session. The morning judges did
nothing but criticize. I did not change my
style or delivery, and in the afternoon I
was praised for the same things I was criti
cized for in the morning."
For those who were not affected,
they still observed that the judges did not
seem to be uniformly informed of what
they were supposed to do and that they
had various levels of knowledge about
their role and the competition.
However, a participant also con
ceded that the subjective judging may be
positive in that it teaches you to adapt
your own style and rely on experience.
Dean Johnson said that issues about
judges will never change. In reality, he
pointed out, some judges are harsher than
others and real-world cases could easily
be decided differently depending on the
jurist. He adds that the fact that differ
ent judges see things differently in a mock
trial competition only makes it more re
alistic.
Johnson agreed and said that incon
sistent judging is a concern that comes
up every year and that it has always been
difficult for competitors to accept this
level of subjectivity. The Board contin
ues to look for ways to correct the prob
lem, she said, and this year the board
implemented more strict judging guide
lines, gave all of the judges uniform cri
teria, and used a normalization program
that accounts for variations in the judges'
scoring. "I would just assure competi
tors that we make every effort to ensure
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that the competition is as fair as possible," them at least twice. Mentors provided
Johnson said.
advice on how to organize, helped with
Responding to complaints about developing a theory or theme for the case
last minute cancellations by some judges, and walked teams through unfamiliar
Dean Johnson said that securing judges trial and evidence rules. One competitor
has always been difficult and that since said that without a mentor "my partner
mid-summer, the Board had been look and I would have been lost."
ing for judges to volunteer their time.
Dean Johnson also said that stu
Nine-hundred letters were sent to dents thought that this year's competition
local practitioners in an effort to recruit was more organized than in the past, and
enough judges for the competition and found the problems challenging but in
until the week of the first round, that goal teresting. Furthermore, he says, they are
had been achieved. Dean Johnson also impressed by the rising prestige of the
observed that compared to last year, this Mock Trial Competition now that it is
year's Board has done a better and more sponsored by the law firm, Cohen &
organized job of obtaining jurists as evi Cohen. This is the first time the competi
denced by the number of judges signed tion has been sponsored by Cohen &
up this year.
Cohen. Johnson adds that she also re
According to Johnson, the Board ceived positive feedback from many of
made several changes this year based the practitioner-judges and from competi
upon complaints that were made last year tors who said that the competition was
and made every effort to have only prac very organized, well-planned, the judges
titioner judges for the competition. Un were very helpful and that people enjoyed
fortunately, she said, there were about the competition.
twelve practitioners who withdrew at the
Johnson expressed appreciation for
last minute and this was remedied with each member of the Executive Board who
the help of board members who were put a lot of effort into this year's compe
willing to step in at the last moment. She tition, despite being unpaid and not re
assures competitors that only practitio ceiving academic credits for their time.
ners will be judging in future rounds.
"We made many changes this year, and
Participants also noticed rough we will continue to make changes each
spots in the organization of the competi year in an effort to make it a positive ex
tion. One participant noted that tip ses perience for everyone involved," Johnson
sions were video taped but not put on said. "No event is perfect and there are
line, making them difficult to get hold of. always improvements to be made. I
Another problem occurred in the dissemi would strongly encourage anyone with a
nation of information. Participants com suggestions, concern, or complaints to
plained that emails would come out late contact me, and I would be more than
and that they had to write repeated emails happy to talk with them."
to get information which nevertheless
The competition's purpose is to en
came too late. Other problems cited in courage and develop trial advocacy skills
clude getting materials late and receiving among students at GW. Academically,
information that was later retracted.
the competition gives students the oppor
Despite the complaints, most tunity to use their legal writing abilities
participa-nts felt that the competition was in drafting motions in limine andresponse
still well organized and worth the experi motions while participating in two trials
ence. Participant, Alejandro Queral a 2L and presenting both sides of the case.
student, gave the competition passing This structure allows students to analyze
marks and noted that despite the variety the case packet more thoroughly and
of challenges and number of people in forces them to see the strengths and weak
volved, the board did a very good job.
nesses in each argument. The cases are
Many commended the competition also presented in actual courtrooms at the
for being a very rewarding endeavor and DC Superior Court, giving students a
noted that although it was difficult, the real-life opportunity to use their oral ad
knowledge and experience gained was un vocacy abilities. This year, the murder
matched. "I thought Mock Trial was the trial case was chosen particularly for its
most interesting course I have taken in wide range of challenging evidentiary is
the law school and probably the most sues, which presented competitors with
important," said Sogand Zomani, 2L. difficult topics for their required motions
Zomani felt that it was so important that and in-court arguments. The evidence
the school should require all students to was also well-balanced between the pros
participate in a mock trial. The benefits ecution and defense and enabled both
of competing are the competition's abil sides to have a strong case.
ity to expose students to procedural as
pects of putting on a trial and giving stu
dents the opportunity to learn and hone
their oral argument techniques, said
Zomani.
In "Students Talk Dell Laptops"
Other participants also found that
(Oct. 6), Ben Hiltzheimer, 1L, was mis
the hands-on experience on how to con
quoted as saying Cisco wireless Internet
duct a trial, perform in the court room, cards will not work outside the Law
and prepare witnesses was very helpful. School network. Instead, Mr.
"I feel there is much to be said about the Hiltzheimer said the cards will work
skills you acquire or hone by participat outside the network but will only sup
ing in these competitions. -If you are liti port a slower connection. The Nota Bene
gation orientated, then I would suggest regrets the error.
doing the competition just to see what it
feels like to be a lawyer," said one par
In "Human Rights in Chinese
ticipant.
Prisons and the Free Range Chicken"
The mentors (or coaches) assigned (Oct. 6), editors mistakenly compared
to each team by the Board also received
the life of a prisoner to a free range
high praises from the participants. Ev chicken instead of a battery hen chicken
ery team was assigned a mentor from the as the author intended. The Nota Bene
Board and was required to meet with
regrets the error.

Corrections
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NEWS FROM THE GW COMMUNITY
Mock Trial Finals
The Cohen and Cohen Mock Trial Competition finals will take place in the
Moot Court Room on Wed., Oct. 22, at 6 p.m. All are encouraged to attend.

Symposium: "The Future of Internet Surveillance Law"
The Law School will host a symposium to discuss surveillance, privacy and the
USA Patriot Act Thurs., Oct. 23 in the Moot Court Room and Faculty Confer
ence Center. The first panel will discuss surveillance, records and computers.
The second will talk about reshaping the framework of surveillance law.

Second Amendment Panel Discussion
The American Constitution Society will host a discussion on the disputed right
to bear arms Weds., Oct. 22 at 5 p.m. in LL101. Professor Robert Cottrol will
join Matt Nosanchuk of the Violence Policy Center, Professor Saul Cornell of
Ohio State University, and Steve Halbrook of the NRA in a debate moderated
by Professor Ira Lupu.

SBA to Host Halloween Party
The Student Bar Association will host a Halloween party Thurs., Oct. 30 from
10 p.m. to 2 a.m. at Polly Esther's (605 12th Street, NW - metro center). Tickets
are $15 before Oct. 29 ($20 after) and can be purchased from the SBA in the Law
School lobby area.

LL101 Floods, Classes
Moved
BY ALEX SAUNDERS

News Editor
Room LL101 in

Lerner Hall

flooded, leading to several classes being
moved Oct. 13. Dean Tom Morrison cited
the failure of a sump pump in a utility
room underneath the Quad as the source
of the water. Professor Sonia Suter's Torts
class, Professor Gregory Maggs' Con
tracts class and Professor Steven
Saltzburg's evening Evidence class were
all moved to other rooms.
Saltzburg's evening class proved
difficult to relocate because of its size.
There are 152 students in the evening Evi
dence class. Room LL101 has the largest
capacity of any room in the law school
and is the only room that can seat 152
students at one time. To accomodate the
move, the class had to be separated and
held in rooms L301 and L402 with a live
video feed connecting the two. "It's for
tunate that the records office and Rosanne
O'Hara were quick enough to find alter
native classrooms. I don't think the stu
dents missed anything, and I learned a
little about our capacity to adjust in an
emergency," said Saltzburg.
Students have shown some concern
about the repeated flooding and leaks in
the basement of Lerner. "It has been a
continuing problem, LL102 flooded rou
tinely," says Jason Karasik, a 2L student
in Saltzburg's Evidence class. Morrison
says that this year's problems in LL101
are not related to last year's leaks in
LL102. "We put a sump pump in that
room. Last year's problem in LL102 was
because of rainwater and a sump pump
was installed to remedy that issue," he
said.
The new problem in LL10I is due
to water seeping through from under the
patio and Quad area. This has been rem
edied, says Morrison, by the replacement
of "ejector pumps" in the utility area lo
cated underneath the Quad and the pa

tio. This utility room houses electrical and
heating components that serve a signifi
cant portion of the GW campus includ
ing Cochran Hall, Sampson Hall, Lisner

Hall and Bell Hall.
"There was a similar problem dur
ing the first few weeks of school," said
Sierra Bronwyn Murray, a 1L in Maggs'
Contracts class which was also affected.
An evening student in Saltzburg's class
has noticed that she has a reaction to be
ing in room LL101 and wonders if there
isn't a mold problem.
Some students wonder where the
water is coming from. "What seemed to
get everyone up in arms is that it hasn't
been raining in the last few days," said
Karasik. Morrison stated that the water
is in fact rain water that had not drained
properly in the utility room underneath
the Quad. "There's a lot of water under
neath the law school," he said.
Saltzburg noted that this recent
flooding problem was not nearly as bad
as what happened to him during a 9-day
course he ran at the University of Vir
ginia for a group of 48 law students and
120 lawyers. During this course, the par
ticipants got snowed in and had to im
provise to deal with the conditions. "We
turned an Inn where the lawyers and fac
ulty were staying into a little law school
and finished tfie final eight days without
ever leaving the premises. The law stu
dents found a way to get to the Inn
somehow. That was a challenge," he
said.
He noted that in comparison to that
occasion in Virginia, the flooding event
in LL101 was not a huge problem. "Last
night was pretty easy, thanks to fast plan
ning by the conscientious people who
work here and the flexibility of our stu
dents who recognized that there might
even be an advantage in being in two
rooms with windows," said Saltzburg.

SBA Discusses Tech Issues, New Alchohol Policy
BY ALAN TAUBER

Managing Editor
The first order of business at the
most recent SBA meeting was a talk from
Frank Scaduto, the student representative
to the Technology Committee. He dis
cussed the situation with the new e-mail,
saying its got problems, and it's not go
ing to get better anytime soon. Appar
ently the school is waiting on updates and
patches which take time. According to
Scaduto, the faculty is equally unhappy.
When asked why the school switched sys
tems, especially since the undergrads still
have access to the old webmail he replied
that the company is dying. They will be
unable to upgrade the software in the fu
ture as the Law School's needs change.
Scaduto also mentioned that the
new computer lab in Stewart is up and
running. "It rules, by the way," said Scott
ClafFee, 3L Representative. Mike Silver,
also a 3L rep was quick to agree.
Another issue addressed by Scaduto
are the continuing complaints, mainly
from lLs, that the firewall keeps
rebooting, kicking students off the wire
less network and forcing them to re-log
on every few minutes. Scaduto said that
the Information Technology people were
not sure why this particular problem has
been happening, but they are looking into
it.
Another issue Scaduto addressed
was the relative dearth of wireless access
points positioned throughout the school.
One theory for the rebooting problem is
that the wireless network can only handle

deal with undergraduate functions where
alcohol is served and there is a large pro
portion of underage students present.
Since the situation in graduate school is
quite a bit different, the SBA is going to
write a policy with the changed circum
stances in mind. It is hoped that the other
grad schools will get behind the SBA
policy and help convince the University
to adopt it.
SBA Treasurer Sharmese Hodge
said that the Student Association gave the
Law School $26,500, an increase of $2500
over last year. She was quick to point
out that individual student groups can still
apply for co-sponsorship of events from
the SA and encouraged them all to do so.
Another development involving the
SA dealt with Spring Elections. Cur
rently, the law school is the only school
on campus where students have to present
a valid student ID and supply their social
security numbers in order to vote in Uni
versity-wide elections. All other gradu
ate programs can vote by e-mail. The SA
is working on getting the law school onto
the web voting system.
This was the first meeting for the
new 1L and LLM representatives. They
were welcomed to the SBA and their elec
tions were certified unanimously.
The SBA now has its own an
nouncement space in the Soft Lounge on
the first floor of Lerner. Look for future
SBA announcements there.

a certain number of users logged on at

week before the party, which is scheduled

Halloween tickets go on safe the

one time, and as more log on others are

at Poly Esther's on Oct. 30.

kicked off. As more access points are
installed, the problem should clear up he
said.
Turning to SBA business, SBA
President Corrie Westbrook announced
that the SBA was planning to draft a new
alcohol policy specifically designed for
graduates. According to Westbrook, the
current policy exists because we're "not
experienced drinkers," an announcement
that drew many laughs from students
present.
The current policy is designed to

Jacaiyn West, 1L Day, was con
firmed as the sixth member of the Select
Committee on Constitutional Revision,
which held its first meeting Monday, Oct.
13th.
Finally, Patrick Malone, 3L Rep
and Director of the Law Revue Show
announced that the show would take
place Saturday, February 28th, 2004. Save
the date.
The next SBA meeting will take
place Tuesday, Oct. 21.

m
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A carpet cleaner sits in LL101 following a flood there last week. Despite efforts by custodial
staff, the carpets are still damp and smell of old rainwater. Some students have expressed
concerns that repeated flooding in the room may lead to thegrowth of mol d which could
adversely affect their health.
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THE FUTURE OF INTERNET
SURVEILLANCE LAW
A SYMPOSIUM TO DISCI SS
INTERNET SURVEILLANCE, PRIVACY &
USA PATRIOT ACT

Thursday, October 23,2003
"Just 45 days after the September 11 attacks, with virtually no debate. Congress
passed the USA PATRIOT Act Many parts of this sweeping legislation take away checks
on law enforcement and threaten the very rights and freedoms thai we are

struggling to protect."

Ammcar cm litems Union

"Since its passage following the September 11. 2001 attacks, the Patriot Act has played a
key pad - and often the leading role - in a number of successful operations to protect
innocent Americans from the deadly plans of terronsts dedicated to destroying Amenca and
our way of life."
- Depa rtment of Justice
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more interesting competition. He does
recognize that some students might be put
off by these topics so the Moot Court
Board made the decision to reveal what
the topics were in advance of the compe
tition so students could make an informed
choice as to whether they would be com
fortable competing. This was a depar
ture from past precedent where no infor
mation would be given about the subject
of the competition until after students had
already signed up. Furthermore, the top
ics were mentioned on fliers advertising
the Competition and were also discussed
during the information sessions prior to
the registration deadline.
With some competitors comment
ing on the difficulty of the topics, Amlin
responded by noting that GW students
would be able to thoroughly tackle the
problem. The competition should be dif
ficult as students are receiving academic
credit for participating, said Amlin. From
the feedback that he has solicited, he said
that the general sentiment seemed to be
that the problem is "challenging, yet re
warding."
So far, the competition has not run
into many complaints. The main com
plaint was the deadline for the first brief
was extended only one day after hurri
cane Isabel forced school closure. Amlin
said that briefs could not be collected a
day later than the extension because it
was the start of the Jewish High Holy
Days. The last minute room change for
brief collection also caused some confu
sion. But overall, participants have com
mended the Board for their quick turn
around time as students received their

opposition briefs less than two days after
the second round of briefs were collected.
Participants also noted questions and
concerns were dealt with quickly.
The Board also arranged to have
Roy Englert discuss tips for being a suc
cessful oral advocate. Englert is an ap
pellate litigator and antitrust lawyer and
served in the Office of the Solicitor Gen
eral from 1986 to 1989 and more recently
was a partner in the Washington office
of Mayer, Brown & Piatt. He has argued
fourteen cases in the Supreme Court and
numerous cases in the lower appellate
courts. Englert was also the only lawyer
in private practice who participated in a
majority of the Supreme Court's antitrust
cases during the 1990s. Englert received
an A.B. in mathematics in 1978 from
Princeton University and received a J.D.,
cum laude, in 1981 from Harvard Law
School, where he served as Executive
Editor of the Harvard Law Review.
Englert currently serves as an adjunct pro
fessor working with the Appellate Liti
gation Clinic of the Georgetown Univer
sity Law Center. He also authored one
of the key amicus briefs in Lawrence v.
Texas.
31 teams are participating in this
year's Van Vleck Moot Court Competi
tion. Through the efforts of James Cobb
and Ali Levin, the Moot Court Board's
Judges Co-Chairs, the competition is also
expecting to have a full panel of judges
(45 judges) for oral arguments on Octo
ber 25. There is also a second round of
oral arguments on November 8 where
eight teams will compete to be one of the
two finalist teams.

Spring, 2004 McKenna Long & Aldridge
"Gilbert A. Cuneo" Government
Contracts Moot Court Competition
At leas t $1,500 In Prize Mone y
Many ro unds argued b efore federal judges
Finals at the U.S. Court of Federal C laims
Great n etworking opportunity
Obtain 1 hour credit
Opportunity to publish your briefs in the Public Contract
Law Journal

Post-Competition Reception at McKenna Long &
Aldridge

No Government Contracts experience required!!!!

Don't forget to sign up for 644-29
when you register for classes next semes
ter!
For Information o n last year's Competition,
including the competition problem, s e e
<www.law.gwu.edu/facweb/sschooner/comp-03.htm>

For more information, pl ease contact:
Christina R odriguez or Erin Fish man
crodriauez05(3)law.awu.edu or eiishman&law.awu.edu
Chairpersons, McKenna & Cuneo Government Contracts Moot
Court Competition

or

Profes sor Steve Schooner or Professor Chris Yukins
(202) 994-3037, sschooner@law.gwu.edu or (202) 994-9992
cyukins@law.gwu.edu

large immigrant migrations that came to
the U.S. during the 20th century and Hispanics today.
Arcos noted that along with Hispanics, Asians have also been largely ab
sent from U.S. foreign policy making. One
exception to this immigrant-exile distinc
tion is the Cuban population. Arcos noted
that Cubans have historically been very
vocal about their opposition to Fidel
Castro and have succeeded in many ways
in getting this message to the U.S. gov
ernment. The former ambassador to Hon
duras noted that among Cubans, their
fight against Communism has been a "lit
mus test" to determine true commitment
to their cause. In contrast to Cubans' po
litical agenda, The Mexican agenda is
largely an economic one, said Arcos. The
strong political tendencies against Com
munism served to make the Cuban
agenda a primary concern for previous
presidential administrations.
Arcos went on to outline what he
feels are some of the critical areas in
which Hispanics can become more vocal
and have Hispanic views become more
of a factor in U.S. foreign policy deci
sions. More lobbying on the part of His
panic leaders will be one of these critical
factors, Arcos said. The former Ambas
sador also expressed concern that not
enough is being done to educate the His
panic community about foreign affairs
issues and how these issues affect them.
Arcos feels that the Hispanic com
munity is also in need of what he called
"public intellectuals." These individuals,
says Arcos, would serve as leaders of the
community and would serve the function
of informing and coalescing Hispanic

Arcos. "Leadership of Hispanics must be
more vocal about foreign policy."
Immigration is one of the primary
issues that the Hispanic community will
have to grapple with, said Arcos. He
noted that contrary to some views, there
is no real consensus on this and many
other issues. Arcos feels that the Hispanic
community is not "monolithic" and does
not speak with a unified voice on many
issues including immigration. Many in
the Hispanic community are not in sup
port of liberalizing immigration, said
Arcos. The former ambassador noted that
one thing that unites Hispanics is a per
ceived racial or ethnic slur. "It's unfortu
nately an increasing perception that the
illegals are necessary to pick fruit," said
Arcos. These types of negative inferences
have a way of getting strong reactions
from Hispanics, Arcos said.
He also noted that immigration
problems pose new challenges in this age
of increased concern about terrorist ac
tivity. "We have to understand the immi
gration problem in light of the domestic
insecurity and terrorist issues," said
Arcos. There is a great deal to gain from
immigration from Latin America, he
added. Cultural exchange and trade with
Latin America are critical to the health
of the United States.
Arcos spoke to the increased need
for open discussion within the Hispanic
community about trade issues and the
effects of globalization. "Hispanics must
think on a global level. Foreign policy in
the Hispanic community cannot be fo
cused on Cuba and Mexico," Arcos said.
He also noted that issues like the envi
ronment and global diseases also receive

views on a variety of issues. Arcos noted

little attention from the Hispanic commu-

that the Hispanic community has no such nity. "We must be more conversant about
leaders currently and feels that the inter these issues," said Arcos. "We live in such
ests of the Hispanic community would a small world. We must expand our hori
be better served by the emergence of these zons beyond Latin America."
types of public figures. "There is a lack
of loud voices from Hispanics," said

Animal Welfare Program Begins
Ambitious Project
BY FRANK LATTUCA

Staff Writer
This year, G.W. Law Students par
ticipating in the annual reform project of
the Public Interest/Pro Bono committee
will have a bear of a project-pun intended.
This year's program, headed by
Professors Mary Cheh and Joan Shaffner,
involves the status of Animal Welfare in
Washington D.C. "Our goal is to iden
tify the law affecting animal welfare and
determine whether they are effective or
being enforced effectively" says Co-Chair
Kerry B. Contini, 2L. "By the end of the
year we will have determined which ar
eas, if any, need reform."
If the problem is that the law is in
adequate, Contini says project workers
"will draft ordinances and propose them
to the city council. If the laws are ad
equate but are not being enforced prop
erly, we make recommendations to the
city council as to how they could be bet
ter enforced."
To research and complete such a
large project within a year, the group of
40 volunteers has been split up into 5
teams, each of which receives assign
ments to be completed in a short time.
"We are still in the information gather
ing stages," says Co-Chair Lori Ruk, 3L.
The first assignments handed out in
mid-September were mostly focused on

researching the vast subject of Animal
Welfare law in D.C. A review of the notes
of that meeting indicate that teams were
asked to find out who is involved in D.C.
Animal Welfare policies (both govern
mental and otherwise), what the problems
are in the area and what the D.C. code
has to say about it. The teams will also
try to assess where the animals in D.C.
are so that when the full body of research
is done the group will know where to
start.
After the information stage is over,
Ruk described what the next course of
action for the group is likely to be. "If
we determine through our research that
there are areas where improvements are
needed we intend to develop legislative
proposals to address those issues."
Even at this early stage of the
project, the group has already begun to
solicit its help to the D.C. Government.
Mayor Anthony Williams stayed a con
tract that would have allowed the Hu
mane Society of Canada to begin run
ning an animal shelter in D.C. at the be
hest of animal rights groups and officials
who questioned the qualifications of the
group to do so. The Animal Welfare
group wrote letters to the Council Mem
bers of the D.C. Government, informing
them of the scope of their project and
their willingness to help investigate and
inform the council on the issue.
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MIT and Boston University challenged
the subpoenas they received and orders
to quash in Aug. 2003.

tems and Services." So far, students have
been good about cooperating with the
notices, said Schutjer. In addition, she
noted, the University has a proactive pro
gram entitled "Top Talker Initiative."
Under the Top Talker Initiative, those stu
dents who are the heaviest users of net
work resources, generally the top 1%, are
contacted and asked to reduce their use.
Generally,, this is achieved by simply hav
ing the students turn off the sharing func
tion in their file-sharing programs. Of
ten, Schutjer continued, the students are
not even aware of their heavy use and are
good at complying.

On the Law School front, Tom
Morrison, Senior Associate Dean for
Administrative Affairs, indicated that the
Law School does have a movie and video
downloading problem of sorts, but this
is not regarded as a concern in light of
more pressing problems in the network
arena.
For now, the propriety of the
RIAA's actions and their ultimate useful
ness as a business practice may be up in
the air. But if the recent past is any indi
cation, the RIAA's battle to curb file-shar
ing should be a source of interesting sto
ries for some time to come.

These students had created various pro
grams that facilitated file-sharing. In the
The RIAA's Amnesty Program
case of the student at MTU, the RIAA's
suit asked for the maximum statutory
Along with suing end users, the
damages of $150,000 for each willfully RIAA has announced an amnesty pro
infringed song and alleged that the stu gram titled "clean slate." According to
dent had facilitated the swapping of the RIAA's Clean Slate Affidavit and ac
650,000 songs.
companying details, in exchange for us
In the case of the Princeton student, ers deleting all illegally obtained songs
Dan Peng, considerable analysis is avail owned by RIAA members and agreeing
able online, including a comparison with to never share such songs again, the
Napster. Napster was an earlier file-shar RIAA agrees to not participate in any in
ing network shut down for facilitating fringement suits against the end user. Un
copyright infringement. Peng's system, fortunately, according to the Electronic
named Wake, differs in many key ways. Frontier Foundation ("EFF"), an orga
Instead of creating a network, Wake only nization dedicated to protecting consum
indexed an existing network. Instead of ers' rights online, this is deceptive because
only listing music files, Wake indexed all
it encourages users to admit
file types. And, instead of car
guilt but provides no protec
rying out the actual file-shar
tion against suits from the
ing, Wake only provided
record companies or any
search results.
copyright holders like music
Whereas Napster was
publishers or the artists them
involved in copyright infringe
selves.
ment, Wake was a contentEric Parke of California
neutral indexing system that
agrees and has already
does not participate in any
brought suit against the RIAA
actual infringement. Many
alleging deceptive business
believe Wake would have been
practices along lines similar to
found
non-infringing.
the EFF position.
Grokster and Morpheus, two Prof. Roger Schechter
These are but five of the
other filesharing systems, were
many stories that have sur
found non-infringing in an order handed rounded the RIAA in recent months.
down in April. Important in the Grokster Many received national coverage, often
and Morpheus case were the lack of con deploring the heavy-handed nature of the
trol over either the users or copyrighted actions.
works, as is the case with Wake. Never
Professor Roger Schecter feels these
theless, the four students chose to settle antics indicate the RIAA is perhaps
with the RIAA for amounts of $13,000 scared. "I think they feel very threatened Ambassador Rubens Barbosa (left) chats with students and faculty at a reception in the
to $17,000, citing insufficient finances to and this is a symptom of the potential Faculty Conference Center following his recent speech.
fight the RIAA in court.
file-sharing has to destroy their business
model." In this type of business, Schecter
zil is also active in multilateral organiza
BY JONATHAN HALL BACKENSTOSE
RIAA getting caught making un
continued, it is unprecedented for a copy
tions such as the UN, GATT, and the.
Staff Writer
founded accusations
right owner to go after the end user. "I
WTO and is pursuing strategic alliances
think this is risky. It is a strong deterrent,
Rubens Barbosa, the Brazilian with several countries, including South
As part of its ongoing attempt to but risky." File-sharing is clearly illegal Ambassador to the United States, spoke Africa, Russia, India, and China, he said.
combat piracy, the RIAA seek evidence and morally troublesome, noted Schecter, at the Law School Oct. 8. His talk, "U.S. Brazil is also expanding ties in the Middle
of copyright infringement. As part of this but to some its so easy to justify, espe Relations During the Administration of East and Africa.
program, in May the RIAA sent a threat cially given an industry so reluctant to President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva," was
One new aspect of Brazil's foreign
ening letter to Pennsylvania State change its business model. *
part of the Law School Enrichment Lec policy is that while Brazil used to be a
University's Department of Astronomy
Perhaps surprisingly, student opin ture Series and was hosted by Professor country of immigration like the U.S., it
and Astrophysics alleging that one of its ions varied widely. Jim Haddow, evening Alberto Benitez and 3Ls Betsy Young recently has become a country of emigra
FTP sites was unlawfully distributing 4L, noted that as he and his girlfriend are and Jocelyn Knight.
tion. To this end, Brazilian foreign policy
songs by the musician Usher. In fact, the content producers themselves, he was
Barbosa, who has been Ambassa has taken on a new roll of being ready jto
music file that triggered the RIAA's letter sympathetic to the RIAA's efforts. An dor since June 1999, addressed the back provide assistance to Brazilians abroad.
was not by the artist Usher, but instead other evening 4L student, David ground of Brazilian foreign policy and
Barbosa also said that conceptually,
was by Professor Emeritus Peter Usher Weisberg, remarked that he can't see any foreign policy under President Lula.
Brazil focuses on South America as dis
and other astronomers who sung an a legal distinction between network shar
The Brazilian Foreign Ministry was tinct from Latin America. Latin America
capella song about a gamma ray satellite. ing and sharing with friends and thought created 180 years ago and was one of is a term created to identify the cultural
In the wake of the publicized scandal, the that a fair use argument would apply. only three initial ministries. Over this aspect of South America, he said, but it
RIAA issued an apology.
Scott Cunning, 3L, remarked that he felt time, the Foreign Ministry has presided is not a term that makes sense from an
In another case of false targeting, the RIAA was faced with a situation in over a consistent foreign policy. "Our economic perspective.
the RIAA withdrew a suit after it became which it is not feasible to monitor or con foreign policy is very predictable," he
Turning to foreign policy under
known that the defendant, Sarah Ward, trol filesharing. He thinks the RIAA is said. The Foreign Ministry is structured President Lula, Barbosa said that Brazil
was incapable of committing the alleged trying combat this and create the image and difficult to join. Barbosa was proud is looking to strengthen its position in
infringement. The lawsuit claimed that of control by amassing data over time and of the Foreign Ministry's history, reiter world politics. Lula supports a revision
Ward had illegally shared more than 2000 bringing mass suits.
ating that the foreign service has a "tra of the United Nations. It was appropri
songs through Kazaa and sought
Both Dennis Blumer, Vice President dition of consistency and service to the ate for the time in which it was created,
$150,000 for each song. But, in fact, and General Counsel for George Wash country."
Barbosa said, but it is time for a review.
Kazaa only runs on Windows, and Ward ington University, and Linda Schutjer,
Barbosa emphasized Brasil's reli As a general view, he continued, Brazil
owned a Macintosh. Nevertheless, ac Associate General Counsel, noted that ance on diplomacy, noting that since its supports anti-protectionism.
cording to The Boston Globe, an attor while the RIAA has a heavy-handed repu inception, Brazil has only participated in
Barbosa was proud of his country
ney for the RIAA, Colin Zick, has said tation, they have been very reasonable in one war outside of the two World Wars. when he recalled that in recent meetings
"that we will continue our review of the their dealings with the University. Since 1865, Brazil has been in no regional between Lula and President Bush, the
issues you raised and we reserve the right Schutjer explained that the University has war, even though they currently have 10 United States had ten cabinet secretaries
to refile the complaint against Mrs. Ward its own network and is an Internet Ser border countries.
in attendance. It was the first time Brazil
if and when circumstances warrant."
vice Provider ("ISP"). As an ISP, the
Barbosa characterized Brazil's for received such recognition, said Barbosa.
University has obligations to take down eign policy as having several important
The only area in which the U.S. and
RIAA making Improper use of Courts infringing content when notified under goals, most importantly peace. Develop Brazil have current differences, he said,
provisions of the Digital Millennium ment is another, and Brazil's Foreign is in the area of trade. He noted that
The RIAA has made extensive use Copyright Act (DMCA). Schutjer noted Ministry is unlike any other country's Brazil's trade with the U.S. is currently at
of the U.S. District Court for the District that when the University receives a no Foreign Ministries because it participates $30 billion. This constitutes about 25
of Columbia to issue subpoenas. In many tice under the DMCA, the student con in the decision making process, especially percent of Brazil's foreign trade, with 22cases, this was improper or at least waste cerned is made aware of the notice and in trade areas. Thus, for Brazil, foreign 23 percent going to South Africa.
ful in that the subpoenas could not be asked to follow the University's computer policy and trade negotiations are com
The lecture was followed by a re
validly served under Federal Rules of use guidelines set forth in the "Code of bined, he said.
ception in Barbosa's honor.
Civil Procedure 45(a)(2) and (bX2). Both Conduct For Users of Computing Sys
Represented in 140 countries, Bra

Brazilian Ambassador
Speaks at Law School
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Visiting Professor Speaks on
GW Student Wins
International Trade Issues Watson Award for Third
Year in a Row
BY TROY BYERS

Staff Writer

Professor David Gantz, director of
the International Trade Law Program at
the University of Arizona Law School,
is one of this year's visiting professors.
As one of the primary authorities on
NAFTA issues, Gantz has served on
NAFTA dispute settlement panels. Per
haps the highest profile panel on which
Gantz sat was the dispute
regarding the United States
refusal of allowing crossborder trucking by Mexican
trucking companies.
Professor Gantz was
asked by the law school to
visit, primarily to tempo
rarily fill the position left
vacant by Raj Bhala, the
former Associate Dean for
International and Com
parative Legal Studies.
Bhala left the GW faculty
for a position at University of Kansas
School of Law. In addition to being di
rector of the International Trade Law
Program at the University of Arizona,
Gantz has taught Basic International
Trade, NAFTA, International Environ
mental Law, and Public International
Law.
Signed on for one year, Professor
Gantz is currently teaching International
Trade Law and International Business
Transactions. Though originally signed
on to teach International Trade and a
seminar on e-commerce, Gantz was asked
at the eleventh hour to fill in for Dean
Harrington, who was to teach Interna
tional Business Transactions. Low stu
dent enrollment and the administration's
preference for having an International
Business Transactions class instead of an
e-commerce seminar led to their cancel
ing the seminar. Next semester, Gantz
will be teaching Advanced International
Trade Law and a seminar dealing with
NAFTA.
Gantz has a long career that has
coupled academic and private sector
work. Prior to becoming a professor at
the University of Arizona, where he has
been for the past 10 years, he was an ad
junct professor at Georgetown Law Cen
ter for 13 years. Before going into teach
ing full time, Gantz spent seven years at
the Office of the Legal Advisor at the
State Department, and a total of sixteen
years in private practice, working at
Oppenheimer Wolff and Donnelly and at
Thelen Reid & Priest (formerly Reid &
Priest).
Gantz brings his experience to the
classroom, providing insight on trade is
sues. In the aftermath of the collapse of
the Cancun talks, 'Gantz took time dur
ing his International Trade class to ex
plain the consequences of the collapse
and to tie the talks into the lesson.
At the Cancun talks, the major is
sue on the table was the removal of sub
sidies by industrialized nations to create
a level playing field in agricultural mar
kets. The billions of dollars in subsidies
the industrialized nations dole out to
farmers distort the free trade of agricul
tural products on the world market. This
distortion drives the price of these prod
ucts from these subsidized countries arti
ficially low and makes it difficult, in fact
often times impossible, for the develop

ing world to compete in these markets.
Not only does it hurt developing nations'
chances of participating on the global
market, but the cheaper surplus agricul
tural products flood the markets of de
veloping nations and impact domestic
producers on their own turf.
In explaining the reasons behind the
Collapse of the talks, Gantz stated that
fault lay on both sides of the table. Al
though there were a few issues up for dis
cussion, agriculture arose as
the most problematic.
Gantz said that "the situa
tion was one in which the
United States and the Euro
pean Union were not will
ing or able to go as far as
the developing nations
wanted, particularly with
agricultural subsidies." This
I was countered by a coaliI tion of developing nations
V led by Brazil who were not
willing to negotiate on the
proposals set forth by the United States
and the E.U. "This produced a stalemate
that may have been exacerbated by poor
communication among the key players at
Cancun," said Gantz.
The Cancun meeting was ultimately
frustrated when the developing nations
insisted on concessions that the industri
alized nations were unwilling, or in fact
unable to make. As for the position of
the United States, Gantz stated that the
closer we get to the Presidential election,
the harder it is to make major conces
sions. These concessions would have
required the cessation of subsidies to our
nation's farmers, a powerful political con
stituency.
This break down at Cancun make
renewed multilateral talks in the next year
or two unlikely, says Gantz. On a global
scale, Gantz feels that foreseeing the po
tential consequences is difficult. It could
increase the desire of nations to seek trade
talks on bilateral levels, as opposed to the
more difficult multilateral level. "We
likely will see an increased interest in re
gional trade agreements among Asian
nations." As for the U.S., Gantz sur
mised, "It probably won't be until early
2005 that the United States will be ready
to resume serious trade negotiations, and
that's assuming President Bush is
reelected. If there is a new administra
tion, the new group will require at least a
few additional months to settle in and
formulate their position on the key is
sues."
Of particular interest now, is how
the potential free trade agreement be
tween the United States and Central
America will progress. Despite the com
plications involved in arriving at an agree
ment between six countries (United
States, Costa 'Rica, El Salvador, Guate
mala, Honduras, and Nicaragua), Gantz
feels that "there is a good chance" that
the free trade agreement with Central
America will come to fruition. Of par
ticular concern in this agreement with
Central American nations are issues deal
ing with agriculture, investment, and ser
vices. Even in light of recent news that
Costa Rica may try to derail the negotia
tions by insisting on retaining restrictions
on services critical to United States' in
terests such as telecommunications and
electricity, Gantz displayed optimism that
these hurdles may be overcome.

its the Watson award for helping to dis
tinguish her scholarship and making it
Staff Writer
easier to transition from private practice
Raj Dave, LL.M graduate in 2003 to academia. She also recalled that the
and GW Intellectual Property student, highlight of receiving the award was
won the 2003 Robert C. Watson Award when Blood Sweat and Tears singer
for his paper entitled "A Mathematical David Clayton Thomas and his current
Approach to Claim Elements and the band entertained at the AIPLA Dinner.
Doctrine of Equivalents." The Watson As a GWU student, Bender commuted
Award, sponsored by the American In from Wilmington, DE, where she con
tellectual Property Law Association, is an tinued to practice throughout her stud
annual award for the best piece of stu ies. "My GWU-LLM experience was
dent writing nationwide in the area of unusual and extremely difficult," she said,
intellectual property, and includes a cash "Since joining Dayton Law School, I have
prize of $2000. The award will be pre found that the GWU faculty continues
sented to Dave at a ceremony during the to be supportive and helpful. I am ex
AIPLA Annual Meeting on October 31st. tremely appreciative of the outstanding
Dave's paper also won first place in the education I received at GWU as well as
2003 Marcus B. F innegan Prize compe GWU's continued support and interest
tition, which included a cash prize of in my professional development."
$5000 which he is donating to the law
Professor Robert Brauneis, Co-Di
school, and a National Award in the 2003 rector of the Intellectual Property Law
Judge John R. Brown Award for Excel Program, says that the faculty does ac
lence in Legal Writing. His paper has tively encourage students to enter writ
also recently been published by the ing and moot court competitions in the
Harvard Journal of Law and Technology. intellectual property area. To promote
This marks the third year in a row this, Brauneis and his research assistants
that GW Law students have won the na have created and maintain one of the
tionwide Robert C. Watson Award. In most comprehensive directories of IP stu
2002, Hernan L. Bentolila, LL.M. '02, dent competitions available anywhere.
won the Award for his paper "Lessons The directory of competitions can be
from the United States Trade Policies to found at www.law.gwu.edu/tech/
Convert a 'Pirate': The Case of Pharma competitions.asp.
ceutical Patents in Argentina." In 2001,
Dr. Dave is currently Of Counsel
Gretchen Ann Bender, LL.M. '01, won in the Northern Virginia office of
BY CRISTINA VON S PIEGELFELD

the Award for her paper "Uncertainty and

Unpredictability in Patent Litigation:
The Time is Ripe for a Consistent Claim
Construction Methodology."
Dave's paper was completed as his
thesis for his LLM in Patent Law and was
written because he felt that the doctrine
of equivalents had never been addressed
in a mathematically quantifiable way in
the past. "While I am highly honored by
receiving these awards," he said, "I would
like to see the U.S. and foreign courts one
day adopt an analytical approach to the
doctrine of equivalents that would allow
lawyers to make a determination of
equivalency with a greater degree of con
fidence and predictability." Dave also
said that the award proves that lawyers
can also be creative and mathematical in
their writings.
Bentolila's paper was published in
the Yale Journal of Law and Technology
early this year and also won an honor
able mention in the 2002 Marcus B.
Finnegan Prize competition. Although
it started out as a thesis, the paper was
written to complete a writing requirement
at GWU. After over 200 hours of work,
Bentolila still considers it a thesis in his
head and thanks Professor Jay Thomas
who graded his paper for motivating him
into submitting it for publication and into
competitions. Bentolila was in Argentina
when he won the award and was flown
to Washington, D.C. by the AIPLA to
receive it. He was later featured in a
prominent and prestigious Argentine Le
gal publication commending his achieve
ment. Most of all, he said, it was an
honor to have won the Watson award and
it was something that would make him
remember his year at GWU.
Bender, the 2001 winner, also wrote
her paper as her thesis and had it pub
lished in the Spring 2001 issue of the Jour
nal of Intellectual Property. Bender cred

Morrison & Foerster. He received his B. S.,

with honors, in Chemical Engineering

from the Indian Institute of Technology
in Kharagpur, India. Dave recieved his
M.S. in Materials Science and Engineer
ing from Washington State University,
and his PhD in Chemical Engineering/
Material Science from Washington Uni
versity in St. Louis. He received his J.D.
degree from the University of Connecti
cut School of Law and most recently re
ceived his LLM in Intellectual Property/
Patent Law from GWU Law. Before en
tering the legal profession, Dr. Dave held
various technical positions in academia
and industry as Assistant Professor at
Michigan Molecular Institute, Research
Specialist and Associate Fellow at
Monsanto Company and Senior R&D
Scientist at Bayer Corporation.
Born in Washington D.C., Bentolila
obtained his Law Degree from the
Universidad del Salvador in Buenos
Aires, Argentina, and also attended the
Southwestern University School of Law
in Los Angeles. He is currently an Inter
national Counsel for MicroStrategy, Inc.,
a software company with headquarters
in McLean, VA.
In 2002, Bender resigned as a part
ner in the Delaware law firm of Morris,
James, Hitchens & Williams and became
an Assistant Professor at the University
of Dayton Law School where she teaches
a variety of intellectual property courses
as part of UD's 14'year-old program in
law and technology. Her current research
focuses on the commercialization of hu
man innovation. Bender received her
undergraduate degree from Northwestern
University and her J.D. the University of
San Francisco Law School. She also
clerked with former U.S. District Judge
George Revercomb in Washington D.C.
and for former U.S. District Judge Caleb
Wright in Wilmington, Delaware.
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Hippies and Halloween Costume Confusion
- Oh M y!
O

W

Instead of boring you with my study
hen you hear the words
"drug-loving, peace- habits any further, all I have left to say is
drumming hippie," I that I highly recommend you find some
doubt that I'm the
Afroman
and
first person who
Phish music to
comes to mind. But
supplement your
music collection
I must admit, I
while studying.
wouldn't blame you
With Hal
if you start to think
loween
right
of me when you
around the cor
hear those words.
ner, many people
Recently, my
are making plans
interest in drug-re
for
the
law
lated music (no bet
school's Hallow
ter term comes to
ERIK BAPTIST
een Party. It defi
mind) has increased.
nitely is the
I especially enjoy lis
highpoint of the
tening to this kind of
music while I study. Forget classical mu semester, only to be followed by a month
sic. Sorry, Mozart, but your music doesn't of hellish outlining and another month
put me into a state of relaxation like the of exams. Ugh. The party is the proper
others. And don't even think about it, way to say "adios" to your social life.
Last year I felt that I had the best
Beethoven.
Even though I am still a classical costume. There is some discrepancy as
music fan, this genre does not fit well into to whether I actually won the best cos
my studying state of mind. I need some tume contest. Apparently, my friend and
thing with more of a beat and words, so I were called to the stage as the contest's
I can sing along to them. I used to study finalists, but neither my friend nor I real
while listening to rap, but that just got ized that they were calling us up there.
me all worked up for no reason.
Go figure. So, this year I really want to
Regardless of what you think of his win the contest, especially because the
other songs, Eminem's "Lose Yourself" SBA made the prize a trip to Mexico. I
is a great song.
could use the
Last semester 1 lisvacation.
tened to that song
A n y This semester I'm turning over
right before my ex
how, this year
ams. Instead of
I am not sure
a new leaf- a marijuana leaf,
preparing
my
what I'll be for
if you will. Don't get me
mind to be focused
Halloween. I
wrong, I "pass on grass." But
for three hours, I
have received
just got my adrena
som
e helpful
the music that pot has spawned
line going so much
- and not so
-to a certain extent - is very
that all I wanted to
helpful - recdo was either play
ommendarelaxing, while maintaining a
a game of tackle
tions for my
rhythmic beat to keep me
football or enter
costume. One
going.
the Tough Man
friend told me
—
Competition. Un~ ~ " ~ ~ t o
g o
a s
fortunately, the
Serena Will
only things that tackled me and demon iams. Besides the logistical problem of
strated toughness were my exams.
finding a tennis skirt to fit me, I don't
This semester I'm turning over a think I could pull her "look" off; she has
new leaf - a marijuana leaf, if you will. more muscles than I could ever dream of,
Don't get me wrong, I "pass on grass." plus she is ever so slightly thinner than I
But the music that pot has spawned - to am.
a certain extent - is very relaxing, while
The same friend also told me that
maintaining a rhythmic beat to keep me if the Serena idea doesn't pan out, then I
going. I sometimes find myself embar could go as Oprah. Now we're talking.
rassed to be playing some of this music I could pull her "look" off - we're about
aloud because I tend to study in rooms the same size. But maybe the whole prob
right next to professors' offices.
lem that I'm having with pulling off this
female look is that I would not want to
What is this music?
Well, I always start my studying clear the dance floor of people because I
with a song that was a hit a few years failed to remember what I can and can
ago, but now is probably very "uncool" not do while wearing a skirt. That would
to play: Afroman's "Because I Got be a scary sight for all.
High." As is always the case with me, I
In the end, I might just wear what I
tend to reject music when it's popular, wore last year and hope that the second
only to embrace it when it has gone com year of this costume actually consum
pletely off the airwaves. I used to think mates in a contest winner. For the ma
this song was rather asinine, but now I jority of you who do not remember what
understand its catchiness. Just listen to I wore, you'll just have to wait until that
it again and see if it grabs your interest. fateful night in a few weeks. It'll defi
One band in particular that I have nitely be either a trick or a treat! That's
started listening to religiously is Phish. for you to decide.
Their music places my mind at ease, pre
Erik Baptist is a 3L and the Features
paring it for hours of reading case law
after case law on top of statute after stat Editor of the Nota Bene. Reach him at
ute. Sometimes their cover songs are ac ebaptist@law.gwu.edu.
tually better than the originals (see "Gin
and Juice" - sorry, Snoop).

THREE (HEL)L

tume, I have to think of what else might
n
e
e
go
over well. What I think does not go
Halloween
is
again
over well, unless it's excep
bear
tionally funny, is any cos
ing down on us all with
tume that you have to ex
the momentum of a
plain.
ghost train, and once
I don't want to re
again, after months of
fruitless brainstorming,
peatedly give my little ex
I have no idea what my
planation of my costume
any more than I desire to
costume will be.
ask you about yours. So,
Considering the
prize for the best cos
when I see that guy with
tume at. the SBA party
CHRIS MCCLINTOCK his head painted orange, a
at Polly Esther's, I'm
sock over one hand, and a
now completely dis
hammer taped to his back,
tressed about this deci
I'm not going to ask ques
tions. I'm just going to think "There's
sion.
The thing is, even though I consider that dork with an orange head, a sock on
myself a fairly creative guy, when it comes one hand, and a hammer on his back."
to Halloween costumes, I don't feel cre
Having eliminated many categories
ative at all. I'm unable to conceive any of costumes, one would think I was get
thing that matches up to the stuff that ting closer to a decision. The fact of the
some people think up. Take, for instance, matter is that I'm not. So, I've gone for
the kissing booth at a previous SBA Hal backup. First, I checked the Internet,
loween party. Absolute gold. I can't com which was a waste of time. Online shops
pete with that.
sell cliched cosSo, I won't win
tumes, while
the SBA party
other
sites list
As a side note, ladies, while I
competition. I
stupid ideas like
appreciate these sexually
can accept that.
"Mr. Universe:
All the
Wear all black
provocative costumes as much
same, I do want
and tape pictures
as the next guy, I would like to
to have a cos
of the sun,
suggest that if you want to be
tume
that
moon, planets,
people think is
etc.,
to yourself."
something slutty for
inventive or en
Next,
I
Halloween, you should be
tertaining in
went to pictures
some way. I
and memories
original. Be a slutty chef, a
won't deny it from college.
slutty carpenter, or a slutty
on Halloween I
People were cer
airline pilot.
like to be no
tainly inventive
ticed, as I think
there. I had for
everyone does.
gotten, frankly,
Part of my problem is that, as I how many guys I knew had dressed up
think of a costume idea, my mind gets as women. Well, they say college is a time
cluttered with all the cliched costumes of experimentation...
that I see every year. This includes the
Here, though, I thought of a good
pirates, army guys, musketeers, police idea, but one that brings me to another
officers, etc.
category of exclusion. I once saw a guy
It's a good thing that I'm not a walking down a street in State College,
woman, though, because I'd have to wade PA, dressed as a stadium beer vendor,
through the plethora of skanky, ultra-re with the rack and all. It was awesome,
vealing costumes, such as hula girls, and people loved it. Some day, I'll prob
school girls, girl scouts, devils, cheerlead ably do that costume. I can't, however,
ers, nurses, flappers, French maids, be bothered to carry something that bulky
Elviras, cats/catwomen, and angels, be around Polly Esther's. Props are gener
fore I could think of anything interest ally no good, anyway -they get lost, bro
ing.
ken, etc.
As a side note, ladies, while I ap
Left now with few options, I have a
preciate these sexually provocative cos better idea of what to look for in a cos
tumes as much as the next guy, I would tume. I have a couple of specific ideas,
like to suggest that if you want to be some but I don't want to give them away. I'm
thing slutty for Halloween, you should be not sure what the purpose of keeping your
original. Be a slutty chef, a slutty car costume a secret is, but I'm on that band
penter, or a slutty airline pilot.
wagon. Hopefully, this little tirade has
Better yet, why not just dress as a helped you examine the possibilities, and
slutty prostitute? Their outfits require no hopefully, as you agreed or disagreed with
alteration to achieve that trashy look we me, I've helped you shape an idea of what
all love so much.
you want to be for Halloween.
Back to the important issue, though.
With that, I have only one request.
My costume. Once I sort through the Please, dress up for Halloween all day. In
lame everyday ideas, I still find myself left fact, for the upperclassmen, dress up on
with a whole universe of possibilities. My Thursday, too. I will. It'll be fun. It's
honest favorite is the whole undead, devil, great to sit in class between the pirate and
zombie, monster, etc. field. These cos the surgeon who stuck himself in the eye
tumes, in my opinion, stick most closely with a scalpel.
to what Halloween is all about.
I hear you all complain about how
As a kid I always loved the notion boring class is. Let's use Halloween as
that evil spirits came out on that night an excuse to liven things up. I'll see you
and that I had to dress as one of them in then, as either the Ultimate Warrior or
order to avoid their wrath. But, I'm a the guy with an axe in his head.
little dark, so I understand if you disagree.
These costumes aren't as fun for parties,
Chris McClintock is a 3L and the Opin
anyway, unless everyone is dressed that ions Editor of the Nota Bene. Reach him at
way.
cmcclintock@law.gwu.edu
Ruling out my favorite kind of cos
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Olive's

D

o you like martinis as
Olive's bar food, while most of it is
much as I do? Do you run-of-the-mill tasty salad/appetizer fare,
hate them being served can get a little on the complicated side.
with an extra splash of pretension? Then They have standards, such as oysters and
Olive's is for you.
mussels, which are
Located in the downfine as long as they're
TROY D. BYERS
town area right off of
fresh. They have a
K Street, Olive's is the
some dishes, however,
right place with the
such as their squid
wrong people.
and octopus dressed
Though Olive's is primarily a res in vinaigrette with chick peas, tomato,
taurant, Olive's is well-known for its tasty and garlic, which just simply confuse the
martinis. And this reputation is well-de palate. It's best to stick to a more typical,
served. From Vodka to Gin, they have uncomplicated carpaccio and leave the
pretty much anything you could think of convoluted dishes to those who are try
calling for your booze. There was no ing to feel important.
"martini menu"
^
floating around,
fair, the staff
The big problem with Olive's is
as many places
was
quite
have. Olive's
f
r
i
e
n
d l y ,
the clientele. What you'11 find is
pretty much as
though the
a bunch of young urban (yet
sumes you know
service was
what you want.
hardly urbane) pretentious
on the slow
So you frou-frou
side. I usu
professional wanna-be trailer
martini drinkers
ally cut a
trash trying to act elegant.
beware:
you
place a break
won't find a
if
they're
Needless to say, they hardly pull
martini that is
busy, but this
it off.
pink, tastes like
was after the
candy,
with
happy hour
tropical flowers and fireworks shooting (trailer trash) crowd moved out. Prices
out of it. Just a perfectly poured mar are relatively comparable to what you'd
tini.
find anywhere else of similar style an
The big problem with Olive's is the Absolut vodka martini runs about $9,
clientele. What you'll find is a bunch of while most appetizers are in the $10-$15
young urban (yet hardly urbane) preten range.
tious professional wanna-be trailer trash
Olive's is located on the corner of
trying to act elegant. Needless to say, they 16th and K Street, facing 16th Street. The
hardly pull it off. It is quite amusing closest Metro stations are Farragut West
though to sit there and look at people try for the blue and orange lines, and
ing to maintain a pursed mouth, holding Farragut North for the red line. It's also
their cigarette just so, and pretending like not a bad walk from the law school.
they have a broom stick up their kundungi.
Troy Byers is a 3L Day strudent. Reach
I think if I got closer I would have heard
them breaking out their fake English ac . him at tbyers@law.gwu.edu
cents.

The Bar Review

Name That Case
1L - What a pain in the Neff

3L- Genetic Manipulation

"So the state, through its tribunals,
may subject property situated within its
limits owned by non-residents to the pay
ment of the demand of its own citizens
against them; and the exercise of this ju
risdiction in respect infringes upon the
sovereignty of the State where the own
ers are domiciled."

"Yet a physician who treats a pa
tient in whom he also has a research in
terest has potentially conflicting interests.
This is because medical treatment deci
sions are made on the basis of propor
tionality-weighing the benefits to the pa
tient against the risks to the patient... A
physician who adds his own research in
terests to this balance may be tempted to
order a scientifically useful procedure or
test that offers marginal, or no, benefits
to the patient."
Hint: Where bruins get healed.

Hint: Oh come on, do you really
need it?

2L- When in doubt don't pull
the plug
"[The] history of the law's treat
ment of assisted suicide in this country
has been and continues to be one of the
rejection of nearly all efforts to permit it.
That being the case, our decisions lead
us to conclude that the asserted "right"
to assistance in committing suicide is not
a fundamental liberty interest protected
by the Due Process Clause."
Hint: This University

L.L.M.- Striiiiiiiiiiiike
" [I] am certain that black criminals
will rue the day that this court ventured
down this road that inexorably will lead
to the elimination of peremptory chal
lenges."
Hint: Race and jury selection.

Answer on page 13

The All-Nick Lachey
Team
and reporters say that in practice, team
mate Christian Laettner gets into
Sports Columnist
Kwame's head so much that Kwame's
The best reality show on television, game falls apart. Christian Laettner. Stop,
by far, is "Newlyweds: Nick and Jessica." breathe, and read that name one more
The show, in case you have not seen time. Does it strike fear into your heart?
it (but you probably have because it is the I didn't think so.
How can Kwame Brown, the Wiz
second-highest rated cable show in the
country), chronicles the life of newly wed ards' 6'11" man-child with a rock for a
singers Nick Lachey (98 Degrees) and body, be intimidated by Christian "Duke
Jessica Simpson, always leaving viewers Blue Devil, Hear me Roar" Laettner?
with the same impressions: (1) Jessica Does' Laettner play mind games with
Simpson is not ugly and (2) you would Kwame? Does he mess with him only
not want to be married to Jessica while he's not playing mind games with
Simpson,
himself, or is it simultaneous? Somebody
While Jessica's strong voice, beauty, help me out here. These questions are
and dimwitted personality may keep her killing me.
Kwame's main problem is a low
rich and famous for the rest of her life,
Nick's singing career has already seen its level of emotional maturity. He reminds
brightest days. Being good-looking and me of my 8-year old brother, Aaron. This
having tattoos may have been enough to week while Aaron was at soccer practice,
keep the publicity train moving 10 or 15 an overzealous soccer mom/Nazi (not
years ago (e.g. "Marky" Mark Wahlberg), my mom) came out onto the field to tell
but unfortunately for Nick, those days are him to stop spitting onto the grass (a
over. At least he gets to look forward to crime among soccer mom/Nazis). When
living with a spoiled, ditzy, bratty woman the soccer mom/Nazi approached
in a mansion for the rest of his life.
Aaron, she introduced herself by show
Therefore, in honor of Nick ing him her ID badge (of course, she's on
Lachey, I present to you the NBA's All- elementary school yard duty) and saying,
Nick Lachey Team - a team for old play "Aaron, I'm Mrs. Wood, and I would
ers who are on the down side of their appreciate it if y ou would stop spitting."
careers and young players who are also Aaron took one look at her name on the
badge, and then shot back, "Don't you
on the down side of their careers.
mean Mrs. Wacky?!" A shining family
Glenn Robinson, Forward, Phila moment. If only Kwame could be so
delphia 76ers. It is a shame that the "Big defiant towards Laettner.
Dog" is no longer in Atlanta; he was the
Nick Van Exel, Guard, Golden
perfect fit for the Hawks because he did
not have to share the ball. So what is he State Warriors. Someone please send me
going to do in Philadelphia with one a bottle of Pepto Bismol the first time new
Allen Iverson as his teammate? Methinks Warriors guard Van Exel starts whining
the "Big Dog" is not going to be happy about playing for a team that cannot con
about not being the "Big Dog." Then tend for a playoff berth, let alone a cham
again, Iverson may be so happy to have a pionship. Get the Pepto ready soon.
Remember what Van Exel was like
dependable scorer at his side that he will
reduce his shot total from 52 shots per in Denver? We are about to see an en
core in Oakland. Last year's display of
game to 47 per game.
selflessness on the Maverick's was admi
Keon Clark, Forward, Utah Jazz. rable, but I applaud Mark Cuban for let
The Clark-to-Utah trade brought a smile ting Van Exel go before he started to
to my face. Soon after the trade, I talked whine in Dallas. You just knew that Cu
to my best friend, who lives in Utah and ban was going to send Van Exel back into
is friends with the guy who allegedly basketball inferno as a reward for aver
helped supply Keon with weed while aging 20 points per game in the playoffs
Keon was at Dixie College in St. George, and almost single-handedly leading the
Utah. It is good to hear that Keon al Mavs over the Kings. You gotta love
ready has a supplier ready for him upon Cuban.
his return to Utah.
Rodney Zwahlen is the Nota Bene's
Reach him at
Kwame Brown, Forward, Wash sports columnist.
ington Wizards. Coaches, teammates rzwahlen@law.gwu.edu
BY RODNEY ZWAH EEN

Interested in Writing for the next edition of the

Nota Bene.7
The Nota Bene is looking for submissions,
including news articles, op-ed pieces and letters
to the editor.
No Experience Necessary; lLs Welcome
If interested, send an e-mail to
notabene@law.gwu.edu
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Intimidation: Law School Style
"My main objective is to be professional
but to kill him."
— Mik e Tyson (on fighting Lennox
Lewis, 2002)

M

don't know what or who to believe. 'Yeah, I read the case three times and I
Should we be studying for 46 hours per still didn't understand it,"' my friend Josh
day, or can we wait until after Halloween said. "So you know what I say? I tell
to crack the sample tests? Do commer them, 'Wow, I only had to read it once cial
outlines
you didn't think it
work? Should
was pretty basic?"'
ERIK K OESTER
you type or handNow that's
write your essays?
intimidation. I'm
Should I begin
sure all the smart
training my body
kids are lining up to
to live on a single hour of sleep per night? be in Josh's study group.
Does Diet Dr. Pepper really taste like
That's another thing -study groups.
regular Dr. Pepper? I just don't know.
People, asked me during orientation if I
Right now, I'm at the point that if wanted to be in their study group. Who
a 3L came to me and said, "Eric, I rec are you people? I hadn't even bought my
ommend shavbooks and
ing the hair off
people want
your arms be
to sip sodas
cause it makes
and discuss
you more aero
jurisdiction.
dynamic when
Give me a
you write your
break. I wish
exams,"
I'd
I'd just calmly
stock up on
look back and
shaving gel and
s a i d ,
probably get
"Thanks, but
goggles and
we put our

ike Tyson is a bad ass.
There's not much debate
- people don't call you
Iron Mike because you look pretty. Sure
he's built like an eighteen wheeler, but
what impresses me most is the Tyson in
timidation factor.
Who knows if he was doing it on
purpose, but ol' Mike isn't someone I'd
want to meet in a dark alley. In fact, I
wouldn't want to meet him anywhere not even church. People who fight Mike
are worried they might get killed during
the pre-fight press conference. I mean,
he bit off a guy's ear. Who does that?
The Iron one would look you in the eyes,
say he was going to eat your children and mean it. He got bleeped over a hun
dred times in one interview. If he was
going to beat you, he wanted to do be
fore the fight ever started. Now that's
intimidation.
Law students - we have a lot to s k i n - t i g h t
learn from Iron Mike.
swimmers cap
I'm told to think of Law School in too.
the state of nature. But Law School is
So
it
more like the wild. In the wild, tigers and comes down to
leopards chase the gazelles and the herd this, rather than
moves in one gigantic symphony as the be intimidated,
big cats chase them. Move left, the herd intimidate.
thunders right. Pounce and they run to Flash
your
the watering hole. You have the choice, crazy Mike Tyson, gold-toothed smile
you can be the herd or you can move the and say, "You haven't taken any sample
herd. And don't be that weak gazelle be tests yet?" Be the leopard that moves the
cause we've all seen what happens to him herd and ask a question in class that ref
on national geographic.
erences a case in chapter 6 when you're
Mike Tyson, he moves the herd.
only on chapter 2. Trick everyone else
My new phrase is: "He who intimi into thinking you have it all under con
dates, litigates."
trol.
As lLs, we're still so green that we
"I hate it when those people tell me,

the Grande pack of highlighters and PostIt notes. I'm already highlighting cases
we won't read until second semester, put
ting a minimum of seven, color-coded
Post-Its On each page, and frantically
scribbling notes on every inch of white
space within the book. If someone asks
me a question, I say, "Hold on a second,
I'm reviewing the seven requirements for
a valid contact offer" and look pensively
off into space as I pretend to recite some
thing.
I fake-type so furiously on my
laptop during class that it makes me
sweat, but the kicker is when I wipe off
my forehead with my matching sweatbands - this is downright horrifying for
the people still using pens and paper for
their notes. Yesterday, I began ask people
what day of the week it is because "they
just seem to run together since I've been
getting so little sleep studying." I bust
out my "Law in a Flash" cards as I'm
walking to class and take my casebooks
into the bathroom. That's right: I'm like
Mike Tyson -but with a big mane of lion
hair and smelly contracts book.
group
to
Does intimidation work? Probably
gether last not, because I'll just wind up scaring the
year before smart kids into working harder. Then
we were even that'll just screw up the curve for the rest
admitted. It's of us. But it's awfully fun trying.
great, my en
So the next time someone asks if
tire
study you are going to bar review some Thursgroup moved day night, just look them in the eye and
out here in say, "Bar Review? Are you kidding me,
June and we've been preparing for our the Law Review competition is in March
finals ever since. I think they grade this and I still feel totally unprepared!"
thing on a curve, so best of luck to you."
As a wise man (me) once said (ear
Intimidation may not win you many lier in this article), "He who intimidates,
friends, but it'll definitely influence litigates." Anyone for an ear-sandwich?
people.
For some insight on my life, last
Eric Koester is a lLDay student. Reach
week I went to Office Max and bought him at ekoester@law.gwu.edu.

Badgering the Witness

"Somebody Call a Preacher; Somebody Get the Ring..."

L

cist weekend
&c
cod
ast
weekend, IT actually es
sad
occasions. t*!.—^1
There's the excitement of^ that maybe, just maybe, you've never been
bridesmaids will wear pale pink.
caped the cold confines of seeing your friends again (who you prob
in love like that, and you can't exactly
I could go on but I sense I'm begin
DC and, more specifically, ably haven't seen in years since everyone
foresee how you could be.
ning to frighten you so I'll stop just short
LL201 (hello, it's October, do we still need scattered post-gradu
Sometimes, I'll of detailing the reception menu. You see,
air conditioning?!) and traveled to Florida ation); the pleasure
admit,
it's just hard while I've always liked the idea of a wed
for one of my best friend's wedding. This of having them tell
being
single.
It's hard ding - a big party where I'm the center
was my second turn as a bridesmaid, you how skinny and
having
the
DJ an of attention all day — I've only recently
which I think means I officially start col great you look (yeah,
nounce
to
the
entire
re decided that I also like the idea of a mar
lecting cats and turning super neurotic the either I was quite the
ception
that
the
brides
riage. In the past, when a guy has shown
next time someone ties the knot (and in chubber in college or
maids
are
clearly
alone
an
interest in me, I tended to run, hide,
cludes me of course!). Then again, I did all my friends have
because
they're
danc
or
at
least get overprotective of my per
catch the bouquet last time, so maybe that distorted memories);
ing
to
Lady
in
Red
sonal
space. But I've come to realize, it's
gives me a bye or something. I digress.
all the fun leading up
with
each
other
and
not
that
I fear commitment per se, it's that
All old wives' tales aside, I was hon to the ceremony, the
c'mon
guys
there
must
SARAH
HENSL
EY
I
haven't
found someone I want to com
ored that my friends wanted to include reception, and the af
be
someone
here
who'll
mit
to.
me in their ceremonies. I was also espe ter parties; and, por
take pity and dance
Still, I assure you, I am not on the
cially thankful that the dresses they chose supuesto, the sheer.
with
them.
Okay,
I'm
lookout
for a husband. I would think that
were not hideous poof ball nightmares; joy of seeing two people who actually be
lying, that wasn't hard at all, that was just in the real, non-reality TV world that be
in fact, should I ever have a formal to at long together, officially get together.
the DJ being a jerk, and, for the record,
tend, I'd definitely wear this past
Unfortunately, all this excitement the ladies in red were dancing together fore you decide to marry someone, you
might decide to go out on a date (or sev
weekend's dress again. Both ceremonies flies by you in a rush from appointment
sans men by choice.
eral)
with him. And after this column,
were beautiful. Both made me cry.. .well to appointment, errand to errand, event
But there are times when you just I'm pretty sure I'll never date a guy at the
almost cry: I had spent an hour having to event, and before you know it, you're
want the stupid dating games to be over. law school again; just think what would
my make-up done; I wasn't about to ruin in a middle seat on a plane back to DC
Like
those Friday nights where you don't
it with tears.
with a two year old child who screams— have the energy or money to go out, and happen if it got out to the general public!
All I'm saying is that I am impressed (and,
Truth be told, I had more fun at the I kid you not—for 45 minutes straight.
you really wish that you had someone to yes, at times a little jealous) of those
second, but (as some bridesmaids should On this trip home, you realize that you
cuddle with while watching the movie people who have found each other. I am
be reminded) it wasn't about me: it was didn't get to spend nearly enough time
you rented. Or at weddings when you also amazed when I notice the rings on
about the bride. Of course it was really with your best friend and god knows
know that you really, really want to get my classmates' hands: surviving a mar
much more than that: it was the celebra when you'll see her again...in fact, you
married.
riage is difficult; surviving a marriage as
tion of the love of two people who actu didn't spend nearly enough time with the
I'll also admit I am one of those a law student is a near impossible feat.
ally know what that word means, who dozens of friends who were also in atten
girls who's been planning her wedding To those of you who have made it work,
actually make each other happy, and dance and who you also won't see again
since approximately age 6. I found my congratulations.
whose biggest disagreement after four for ages. And then there's the twinge of
dress in a window in Paris in 1998:
years of dating was a mis-set alarm clock. envy when you realize that you haven't
backless with a full skirt with tiny rose
Sarah Hensley is a 2L Day student.
I find weddings to be such happy- had an official boyfriend in a year, and
buds and ribbons trailing down it. My Reach her at shensley@law.gwu.edu.
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Steal the Stereo, But Not the
CDs Inside
BY PETER BROMAGH IM

Music Critic
s I approached my faded
red - yet extremely sexy '96 Geo Prizm this Monay morning, I noticed my car stereo had
een stolen again. This was of surpris
ingly little concern to me since it has been
broken into three times in the last six
months, twice resulting in a stolen stereo.
I matter-of-factly got in and tried to put
the destroyed center console back to
gether, making sure to lock it up so the
inevitable next guy might have a slightly
tougher time. But what I really wanted
• to know is which CD I had left in the
stolen stereo:
The Rapture: Echoes (2003). A jar
ring mix of rock, punk and club music,
| this three-piece has received incredible
"genre-crossover" hype, but their best asK se t is still that spastic thrashing that makes
' if s traight-forward rock bands entertaining.
The eighties influences are clear - some
i of the tracks are like the Cure on heroin,
| while obvious singles such as "Sister Savj iour" are closer to Bowie on cocaine (this
means regular Bowie).
Whether dance or rock music is
your thing, it's an innovative disc worth
checking out, but don't pay $20 for the
^ import like I did - after some label prob! lems, Echoes ge ts domestic distribution
A| here this week. Grade, no curve: ASo I lost a new album that was
growing on me, and one I paid too much
for at that. Then I noticed from my win
dow that there was a police car in the
parking lot outside my building and a
hulking officer standing next to it, talk
ing to a teary-eyed female. I made my
way down there and sympathized with
her stereo; this situation looked worse
than mine (a broken window), but was
actually much better (a laptop left un
touched in the back seat).
If someone grabbed my car stereo
and not my computer, I would have been
enjoying an early-morning cigar. But
lucky for me, Officer Russo said, I had
nothing of value in my car. I replied that
nothing of value is my car, and questioned
why the thief couldn't have stolen the
whole thing.
Unsurprisingly, the humorousness
of the situation escaped my boy Russo,
and he gave me a stern talking-to about
altering a crime scene. Didn't I know they
were going to dust for prints? I mean, I
had the same, exact stereo ripped off at
my old house on Capitol Hill and all the
D.C. force did was put me on hold and

A

give me a number. Dust for prints? Was
he kidding? (Cue The Big Lebowski: "Yeah,
we got guys workin' in shifts! Hehehe!")
Nope, it turns out there's been a
rash of stereo thefts in Arlington in the
last couple of weeks. While I was glad
to see the investigator arrive on the scene,
what I really needed to know was if it
was the same guy from six months ago
on the Hill. I mean, how excited was he
to see this ugly car again, whose locks
are seemingly useless! How glad was he
that the owner's girlfriend had not only
bought him one car stereo for his birth
day, but two! And whose owner had gra
ciously put a pretty good CD in the ste
reo last time:
Interpol: Turn on the Bright Lights
(2002). When a band sports Armani suits
on stage and generally takes themselves
too seriously, you have no choice but to
apply the strict scrutiny test. But for all
the brooding Depeche Mode-like vocals
and chugging guitars, these slick songs
hold their own, undeniably poppy in that
Nine Inch Nails sort of way. To put it
another way, it's a decent record to rip
off a car radio to. Grade, no curve: A-.
I was out two stereos and two like
able albums. But wait - Officer Russo
was walking over to me with a jewel case.
"Is this your CD, this 'Nads' guy?
It was left in her car, and it's not hers."
"That's Nas. And no. I'm not too
big on rap."
In my TV-detective mind, I envi
sioned a Nas CD being the calling card
of a criminal mastermind. He could get
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Peter Bromaghim is t he Nota Bene's
music critic.
Reach him at
pbromaghim@law.gwu.edu
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most bookstores and
his is
other
locations,
BY ELIZABETH AUSTER N
sue I
there
is
also an
am in
online
service
avail
troducing some
able
for
$15/year
at
guides that are com
http://www.zagat.com/index.asp.
monly found useful by Washingtonians.
None of them are free, but all are avail
able either in the Burns Library Reading Mr. Chea p's Guide to Washington
D.C.
Room (the "fishbowl" with the couches
on the 2nd floor), the Gelman Library, or
The book's title describes its pur
from the DC public library.
pose - how to live cheaply in DC. It
Washington Checkbook Magazine doesn't describe the highest-quality, just
the best quality for the money. The con
This publication/service focuses cept is based on longer-running New
on getting the biggest bang for your buck. York- and Boston-based books by the
They rate stores, restaurants, and services same author.
The guide was recently updated af
for quality and price. They also have an
extremely helpful yearly guide to doctors ter a ten-year lapse. It is hard to find a
that is div ided by specialty. Before they true bargain in the DC metro area, and
include, investigate, or rate any service unfortunately many of the stores de
or shop, they require a threshold number scribed in the 1992 version of the guide
of recommendations from subscribers. have long since been driven out of busi
The magazine's publisher also provides ness by chain stores. The new version
a for-fee service, available to the public but has, as a result, added new categories and
discounted to subscribers, which will ne increased font size to keep the book's
gotiate the lowest possible price on a car thickness the same -nevertheless, for outof-towners or natives trying to get by on
sale or lease.
Each article in the quarterly maga a budget, this guide is very informative.
zine includes not only a multi-factor list $20 from most DC-area bookstores.
of ratings and recommendations for each
Washingtonian
store or service covered by the topic, but
also a thorough explanation of how to
Every town has at least one maga
assess each factor. The survey of bicycle
shops, for example, not only explains the zine devoted to it - this is Washington's.
different types of bicycles available, their If you want to find the best of everything
technical features, and for what types of in Washington, especially restaurants,

Washington Native

terrain they might be appropriate; it also

explains the level of service available at
enough copies out of a few used bins to
different stores and how that affects the
leave at every hit on his latest spree. In
price you might pay. The online version
genious:
of the auto-repair guide rates stores in
Nas: Nas-tradamus(1999). Here's
teractively by cost, quality, and proxim
about all I know about Nas: (1) He hates
ity to a zip code.
Jay-Z - the "good taste" factor; (2) I'm
Because the recommendations are
often told Illmatic is one of the best hipbased upon subscriber input, new sub
hop albums of the nineties - the "early
scribers are asked to fill out a survey on
work" factor; (3) Illmatic was in 1994 their favorite stores and services. Check
the "what-have-you-done-lately factor;
book magazine has been around for 20
(4) He calls himself "Nas-tradamus" and
years in Washington, D.C., and San Fran
"God's Son" -the "Creed" factor. Based
cisco only; they recently expanded to five
on this, and the few Nas singles I've
other locations, but each subscription
heard, I'd say this record is average at best.
only applies to one city. Two-year sub
Grade, no curve'. C.
scriptions are available at 2 levels: $30 for
But the question remained - was
Print and Online, and $25 for Online only.
this petty thief in it for the black-market
There is also a $25 one-time fee for online
cash, or was he merely just an avid auaccess to all past issues - pay the fee once
diophile with a ten-car garage? I guess
and past issues are available as long as
I'll leave that up to the boys in blue, but I
the subscription is renewed before it ex
have my theories.
pires. http://checkbook.org/

BUDGETFORECAST
c A R

Your Guide To Guide
books

|

Zagat's
This restaurant guide started out in
NY City and now has editions for almost
every major city in the world, and has
editions for more than just restaurants.
The Washington guide includes Balti
more and Northern Virginia sections and
is supplemented at least once a year,
The guide lists restaurants by name,
split up roughly into 3 geographic loca
tions in Maryland/Baltimore, Northern
VA, and Washington DC. They also have
"top 25" lists and lists by type of cuisine,
neighborhood, or other factors (such as
late/all-night or brunch). Factors include,
price, food, and service; each rating also
includes (sometimes witty) descriptions
of the food, service, and/or atmosphere.
This guide also depends upon consumer/
subscriber ratings, but is more exclusive
in collecting surveys.
The printed guide is available from

culture, and entertainment, look in the

Washingtonian.

Every issue covers'at

least one "how-to-" comprehensively,
from how-to-find a great weekend get
away to who to go to if you want to re
model your kitchen.
The magazine is qualitatively dif
ferent than the above guides - the focus is
usually on the highest quality, not the low
est cost. Additionally, the descriptions
are descriptive, rather than logical; the
factors used to decide what is "best" are
not revealed.
. The website includes many (but not
all) of the features run in the magazine
for a limited time and after a delay at
http://washingtonian.com/
default.asp. A 12-month (monthly issues)
subscription is $24.

Washington Post
The highly-rated local paper. Like
any other local paper, it has a bi-weekly
auto section, a Sunday Real Estate sec
tion (which subscribers get on Saturday),
and a thick weekly Sunday edition with
"fluff" columns (like this one). There's
also a weekly list of what crimes hap
pened where and which restaurants were
shut down for health code violations - if
you're not sure if the intestinal distress
you've been getting on a regular basis re
ally comes from your favorite roadside
chicken dive, this is where to find out.
Subscription rates vary - I found a '
deal for $4/week but $2.30/week of that
comes back in Giant Grocery gift cards,
for a grand total cost of $1.70/week in
cluding
Sundays.
http://
www.washingtonpost.com/. By the
way, the CityPaper is free and distributed
on campus; it also does periodic ratings
and reviews.
As always, please send comments or
suggestions to eaustern@law.gwu.edu
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We still
have only
one channel:
IP Law

•

Of tier firms talk abou i their

IP got DS

or

sections. At B onks Mofer, we've focused safely
or IP law since before the age of television,
S nee 19* 7, we've heped on clients cnange
the present. Today, we're looking for readers
to nelp shaoe the future,
Brtrxs Hofer is consistent y rated as one o4
tne too IP fir ms In the bouihy, as wetfes a
•

great piece to worn, For more information on
c a r e e r op o o r t u n : e s . p ea s e v i s it a s at
brinkshofer.com
An 85-year history dedicated exclusively
to intellectual property law.

11111111^11%. •

•
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In The Hole!

Abolish the
BY JEREMY MEDOVOY

T

Rohan Virginkar, 3L Day, celebrates after draining a 15 footer at a
Westlaw promotional event. The putt earned Virginkar an entry in a
drawing in which he won a DVD player. Corrie Westbrook, Remy
Taborga and Don Amlin fill the gallery.

Purchasing Power
Last year, I published a 1L first-se Registration menu. By the way, once you
mester schedule of classes to my website choose a semester to show you can
choose another one
and received some com
by clicking the "Select
plaints when I discon
ELIZABETH AUS TERN
Term"
link at the bot
tinued the practice sec
tom
of
the registraond semester out of
tion
menu.
sheer laziness. ThisediAnother Uni
tion, I'm throwing the
versity-based
website
will
allow you to
laziness right back at 'ya - you can get a
add
points
to
your
GWorld
card using a
schedule grid yourself from GWEB at
credit
card.
On
the
Student
Life page at
http://gweb.gwu.edu/.
http://www.gwu.edu/cs.html, click
- click "GWeb Information Sys "Dining Services," second link down
tem (Course Registration, Web For Fac under "Student Life and Information."
ulty and Staff)," midway down the left Click the ludicrously large white button
on the left-hand side that says "Add Co
column;
lonial
Cash Here." From this page you
- Enter your Student # and PIN can
look
at your card usage, add points
the Student number is your SS# and the
using
a
credit
card, and more.
PIN is derived from but not the same as
Alas,
mo«t
of the information avail
your birthdate - click the "Forgot your
able
from
this
page
is undergrad-oriented.
PIN" link if you don't know what it is;
If
you'd
like
to
sign
up for the campus
- Click "Student Records and Reg
meal
plan,
however,
you
must go to the
istration";
th floor of the
GWorld
office
on
the
5
- Click "Registration Menu";
- Click "Student Schedule By Date Marvin Center (where you got the card
in the first place) to sign the forms. The
& Time";
- Pick a semester and choose "sub price to start is not $1500 as listed for un
dergraduates on the above website, but
mit"
more like $150 -which can also be spent
This can also be helpful if you want on printing and copying. In case no one
to see the schedule you've picked for your told you, the meal plan saves the 10% DC
self during registration periods. The only restaurant tax when you eat on campus.
downside is the grid doesn't display class
Elizabeth Austern is a 2L Day student.
names, only course numbers; to match
class names with numbers you'll need to Reach her at eaustem@law.gwu.edu.

The Tech Junkie

click "Student Detail Schedule" in the

Staff Writer

he Northern Illinois Univer
sity (NIU) Huskies football
team is on a path to finish
the season with an undefeated, 13-0
record. However, because of the asinine
Bowl Championship Series (BCS) system,
NIU will never have the opportunity to
contend for a national championship.
This is because of an agreement in 1997
between ABC and six conferences (At
lantic Coast Conference, Big East, Big 10,
Big 12, Pacific-10, and South Eastern
Conference). Under this agreement,
teams from the 6 BCS conferences com
pete for a bid to play in one of the 4 BCS
bowl games (Orange, Fiesta, Rose and
Sugar), as well as $8 million that comes
along with such a bid. Non-BCS teams
can only receive a bid to a BCS bowl if
they finish in the top 6. But don't hold
your breath: Tulane University finished
the 1998 season undefeated, but only re
ceived a bid to the lowly Liberty Bowl
because it was ranked 11th under the BCS
standings.
Some commentators suggest that
the non-BCS schools should rely on the
law to change the system. Drake Uni
versity law professor Peter Goplerud ex
plains, "if Northern Illinois would hap
pen to run the table and have wins over a
Big 12 team, a Southeastern Conference
team and Atlantic Coast Conference
team, there could well be people looking
at lawsuits if they don't qualify for a BCS
bowl game." But I don't want to focus
on legal remedies. I w ant to focus on the
flaws o f the system. And after reading
this article, I hope that the people in
charge change this foolish system.
One flaw in the BCS system results
from the way in which teams are ranked.
The BCS relies on a computer ranking
system, which among other factors, fo
cuses on strength of schedule. But as Red
Auerbach has explained, "the bottom line
should never be numbers. The bottom
line should be winning." That is exactly
right. NIU should be rewarded for win
ning football games, not penalized be
cause a computer fails to assign them a
particular number.
A second flaw has to do with the
BCS theory that teams like Northern Illi
nois play in a weak conference, and thus,
are undeserving of a higher ranking.
Iowa athletic director Bob Bowlsby ar

gues that "teams like Northern Illinois,
Marshall and Toledo are showing they
can compete in one game or even a couple
of nonconference games. "But that is not
Big Ten or Big 12 competition. It just
isn't comparable when you look at the
difference in the schools." If the MAC
conference (in which NIU, Marshall and
Toledo play) is so weak, then how have
its teams managed to defeat BCS confer
ence teams? For example, NIU has al
ready beaten teams from 3 BCS confer
ences (Maryland of the ACC, Alabama
of the SEC, and Iowa St. of the Big 12).
Also, earlier in the year, Toledo defeated
Big East power Pitt, and Marshall
knocked off then number 6, Kansas St.
These "upsets" simply illustrate that we
should focus on wins and losses, not com
puter rankings or conference status.
Third, the emphasis on strength of
schedule assumes that teams within BCS
conferences play a competitive schedule.
For example, Virginia Tech is automati
cally eligible to play in a BCS bowl game
simply because it competes in the Big
East. But this assumes that it has a diffi
cult schedule. Besides Miami, look at all
the cupcakes the Hokies play. They play
the likes of Rutgers, Eastern Tennessee
A&M School of Truck Driving, Univer
sity of Connecticut and Northsouthern
Minnesota Women's College for the Ad
vancement of Ice-cream making. NIU,
however, has scheduled many tough com
petitors and beat them. While it is true
that some of the teams in their confer
ence are weak, other MAC teams are also
very strong, as evidenced by the success
that Marshall and Toledo had over BCS

teams Pitt and Kansas St.
The BCS supporters argue that TV
ratings would fall if NIU played in one
of the BCS bowl games. Is this really
true? Doesn't this country love the David
vs. Goliath stories? Doesn't this country
love March Madness and the fact that
Marist University has the chance to com
pete with Duke for a College Basketball
championship? Finally, ratings and
money should not matter. Wins and
losses matter.
NIU wide-out P.J. Fleck said, "If
we're 13-0, we should definitely go to a
bigger bowl." I wish I could assure Fleck
of such a bid. But I know better. I can
only hope that after reading this article,
College Football authorities abandon the
BCS. Go Huskies!

Name That Case
Answers
1L: Pennoyer v. N eff, Mr. Justice Field (U.S. Supreme
Court, 1877)
2L: Washington v. Gl ucksburg, Chief Justice Rehnquist
(Supreme Court, 1997)
3L: Moore v. Regents of the University of California, Judge
Panelli (California Supreme Court, 1990)
LLM: Georgia v. McC ollum, Justice Thomas dissenting
(Supreme Court, 1992)
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Pork Barrel Spending Comes to
Iraq
BY NICK DIETZ

A

Staff Writer

s all of us Beltway insiders
know, most Congressional
spending bills include sig
nificant amounts of "pork barrel" spend
ing allotments (or "pork" for short) that
are set aside for local pet projects of se
lect Members of Congress and tend to
look ridiculous when actually seen in
print. While America tries to bring de
mocracy to Iraq, it appears that we are
bringing pork there as well (another ex
ample of our cultural insensitivity, since
pork is not halal and therefore not sup
posed to be eaten by Muslims). •
I am all for rebuilding Iraq -but
only the parts that we broke. Getting rid
of Saddam, helping install a new demo
cratic government, and fixing bomb dam
age should be enough. We did not fight
this war to put a Mercedes in every Iraqi
driveway. That wasn't even one, of the
made-up reasons we went to war.
The President, as you may re
member, has asked Congress for 87 (raise
pinky to lips) BILLION dollars in appro
priations for Iraq and Afghanistan. The
bulk of this money is military spending,
and I have absolutely no problem with
that. It is the "reconstruction" costs that
raise my ire. The grand total of recon
struction costs requested for Afghanistan
was a mere 800 million dollars; the re
construction costs for Iraq: $20.3 billion!
I know Iraqis had a higher standard
of living than Afghanis, but that's because
after over 20 years of war, Afghanistan

had practically no buildings left standing
and no infrastructure whatsoever. If ever
there were a country that could use some
money for reconstruction, Afghanistan
would be first in line (because we'd be
going alphabetically, sorry Zimbabwe).
Remember Afghanistan... moun
tainous country, lots of caves, used to
have a popular al Qaeda theme park?
Neither does President Bush, who has
had a bee in his bonnet about Iraq ever
since Saddam Hussein tried to kill his
Daddy some years ago. Well now that
Bush has settled his personal score by
using the United States military, he's de
cided to bring Iraq all kinds of new housewarming gifts, courtesy of the American
taxpayer (minus the tax cuts, of course).
Perhaps Bush is trying to make amends
for the tens of thousands of Kurds and
Shiites that his Dad let Saddam slaugh
ter in the aftermath of the First Gulf War

after he encouraged them to rise up and
then ignored their pleas for help.
Whatever his reasons may be,
here is a list of just a few of the goodies
our President has requested for Iraq:
- $4 million for a nationwide tele
phone numbering system. (Don't even
ask how much the Do Not Call List is
going to set us back.)
- $9 million For postal informa
tion and Zip codes. (We wouldn't want
any Iraqis to miss the new Land's End
catalogue, now would we?)
- $20 million for a month-long
"catch-up" business course for select Ira
qis. (Exactly whom would they be catch
ing up to?)
- $153 million for new landfills
and 40 new garbage trucks. (Well at least
we talked them down from 50 garbage
trucks, because that would've just been
ridiculous.)
- $100 million to build 7 new
communities, with 3,528 houses, roads,
3 schools, and a market for each. (I don't
even know where to start on this one.)
By throwing so much money at
Iraq, she might get the feeling that
America wants something back in return.
Iraq is already starting to get pretty an
noyed at the fact that every time she tries
to discuss the implementation of a con
stitutional democracy, she catches us star
ing at her oil reserves.
America might have been able to
spend so freely on Iraq when our
economy was doing well and other coun
tries liked us and would have chipped in,
but that was way back during the Clinton
Administration, when sodas cost only a
dollar and a young Britney Spears ruled
the airwaves. Today, however, our
economy is being compared unfavorably
to the Great Depression era, other coun
tries have stopped inviting us to parties
and keep saying they already made plans
to hang out with France and Germany
this weekend, Coke and Pepsi have de
cided we really need vanilla-flavored
soda, and Britney Spears is kissing old
ladies on TV for publicity. I'm not say
ing that these are signs the Apocalypse is
upon us, but America has more impor
tant things to do than showering Iraq with
dinars, like maybe working on a big Ark
that could hold two of every animal. No
tigers though, you saw what they did to
Roy.
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What I Learned In School
Today: A Confession
his buddies had just stayed in Alabama
or Mississippi, or one of those forsaken
Staff Writer
southern confederate states where all
military people are known to come from,
am amazed at how I have
the
terrorists would have never done us
changed in a few years. I used
any
harm at all. I guess it serves him right
to believe that there was a God
to
have
to go to war and fear for his life
and that there was truth in the world.
like
he
made
others fear for theirs.
I naively thought that this ordered
I
once
also had a teacher who
universe was beautiful. I thought that
praised
the
prescience
of the founding fa
striving for what was right was honorable.
thers,
and
the
sacrifices
of the soldiers in
I thought that honoring the achievements
the
Civil
War,
the
World
Wars, the Ko
of our ancestors was proper.
rean
War,
the
Vietnam
War,
etc. My, oh
Oh, how I was wrong! Thank heav
my,
how
could
I
have
swallowed
their
ens, I mean 'thankfully,' after seven years
empty
sophistry,
their
manipulated
sto
of "higher education" I have seen the
ries,
and
their
glorified
brainwashing
in
light.
doctrination.
I used to think that before I was a
Comrades, I tell you I have been en
teenager, I was a little boy, andbefore then
lightened.
The founding fathers were
I was a toddler, and before then I was a
slave-driving
white crackers who just
baby, and before then I WAS a fetus. Oh
wanted
to
keep
the elites in power. The
boy, how ignorant was I?
soldiers
of
the
Civil-War didn't really
How could I have been a fetus,
know
for
whom
or for what they were
when a fetus is not? I never knew the
fighting, they
unalterable truth
were actually
that life is defined
•••"•••••••••••
fighting because
by the burden it
I u sed to think that before I
they
wanted to
imposes on an indi
take
over the
was a teenager, I was a little
vidual.
I was
southerners'
wrong, and I stand
boy, and before then I was a
lands or for
corrected
my
toddler,
and
before
then
I
other
economic
friends, life is rela
reasons.
tive, like everything
was a baby, and before then I
K o r e a
else.
WAS a fetus. Oh boy, how
and
Vietnam
I used to
were
grave
acts
ignorant was I? How could I
think that when I
of
aggression
grew up I would
have been a fetus, when a
that could have
like to get married
fetus is not? I never knew
been resolved
to a lovely wife, be
peacefully,
and
blessed with many
the unalterable truth that life
that were driven
children, and be re
is defined by the burden it
by the military
spected for my
establishment.
imposes on an individual. /
work. How could
The Cold War
I have been so
was wrong, and I stand
was lost.
blind!
corrected my friends, life is
C o m I now know
rades,
don't
that having many
relative, like everything else.
leave, why are
children is the
you walking out
source of troubled
youths, a life of poverty, and deprivation on me, don't you see we are all evil. I too
of leisure. I have also learned that while am evil. Come on comrades, join me in
marriage is still desirable, children should a song.
BY GUALBERTO GARCIA JONES

I

not be expected because it would be un
Tradition is oppression
fair to the wife.
When all is said and done,
Furthermore, I have also learned to
The only ones who prosper,
expand my horizons with regards to sexu
Are the ones with the biggest guns.
ality: monogamy is not necessary for hap
piness, and since my attraction to women
Our history is tainted,
is probably a product of societal chau
With the blood of innocents
vinism, I should consider non-traditional
Our ancestors deserved to die
relationships as a natural alternative.
For all the pain they caused.
I once had a coach, he was a United
States Marine officer, in my eyes he was
So come on friends shed no more
the model of courage, honor, and integ
tears,
rity. Integrity, Ha! If I only had known
We're all the victims of
the things he did to innocent people! I
Canards, and tricks, and awful jokes
have now been enlightened as to what the
That make the fat cats laugh.
United States military is all about.
They are a bunch of homophobic,
Our tradition is evil
ignorant, aggressive tyrants. The United
Our traditions are wrong
States military is bent on dominating the
The only story worth the ink
world. Honestly, when will the military
Is the story of Karl Marx.
be enlightened to the fact that the best way
to spread democracy is through fair and
Chorus: Bringing down the house
balanced trade concessions!
the slave-holder built.
Why do WE insist on fighting wars
Raising up the roof
all the time? I have been informed, com
of peace in the world.
rades, that corporate America is the cul
prit. Poor devil, my coach, he thinks he
is in Iraq sowing the seeds of democracy
Gualberto Garcia Jones is a 3 L Nota
and getting rid of terrorists. He is really
Bene columnist. Reach him at
just a holocaust to the rich white man.
Now I know that what happened ggarcia@law.gwu.edu.
on September 11 was his fault, if he and
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OPINIONS

If You Don't Have Anything
Nice to Say...

T

he worst problem facing the two weeks ago.
Law School is not a secondIt could be that GW students sim
class library, crowded hall ply dislike speeches, but that's hardly an
ways, or an unreliable computer network. excuse. Administrators work hard to capi
It's not even uncaring administrators.
talize on the school's greatest asset - it's
Far worse is the incessant and un location in Washington -but students are
warranted griping
often too busy commis
and complaining by
erating about this, that,
students who find
or the other thing to take
m.
fault with administra
advantage of the pro
ts
tors at every turn
grams offered, not to
while failing to offer
mention the receptions
constructive sugges
thereafter.
tions or acknowlege
Of course it's more
the school's strengths
than speeches that make
and improvements.
the school so impressive.
BRANDON BRISCOE
It's true that
The facilities have
::
$30,000 and change
undergone a remarkable
11111 buys folks a certain
improvement in just
ii
right to complain each year. And it's true three years, and it was all done with mini
l n 11 tha t the Law School offers no shortage mal impact to students. The pile-driving
< < < (< of things to complain about. But too of- across the street last fall was far more dis
llill ten the complaints turn to petty whining ruptive than any construction at the Law
and do little to improve the value of the School.
((((( education students are paying so handThe computer network might still
;;; < s somely for.
be suffering from glitches and hang-ups,
Harvard and Yale and even and it was inexcusable to have library
(((((Georgetown don't garner higher computers performing so slowly for so
mi rankings than GW because of larger li- long. But here again the improvement has
1H11 braries or fancier facilities. It's also doubt- been dramatic. 3Ls can talk about the
I f 1 ful those schools have administrators days when every Internet outlet was oc
\ \ \ \ \ wh o are more concerned about students cupied every hour the library was open.
11111 than ours are.
Now, hundreds of students can be online,
But what those schools do have is and they're not tethered to the library or
a reputation. Word of mouth counts for its hours.
something -a lot in the ranking business,
And for my money, the Law School
which undoubtedly impacts hiring deci features a faculty nothing short of phe
sions. The persis
nomenal, and the
tent
griping
roster only im
about GW and
proves each year.
The persistent griping about
the prevailing at
This fall, for ex
GW and the prevailing
titude that the
ample, you can
attitude that the school would
school would be
now learn from
so much better if
Prof.
Jim Ziglar,
be so much better if only
only administra
who
among
administrators would stop
tors would stop
countless other
cutting journals
things clerked for
cutting journals or tinkering
the
Supreme
or tinkering with
with the graduation date
Court during Roe
the graduation
serve only to weaken what
v. Wad e, was ser
date serve only to
geant
at arms of
weaken what
counts most - our reputation.
the Senate during
counts most the Clinton im
our reputation.
Before you write your letters to the peachment trial, and was commissioner
editor - that's me - please note that of the INS on 9/11.
These are the kind of things - the
there's plenty of room for voicing dis
sent and pointing out areas where the tremendous highlights of this school school needs improvement. This can only that students ought to talk about more,
help, and blind, rah-rah school spirit especially with people outside the Law
School. Not only will it enhance our repu
leads only to trouble anyway.
But at the end of the day, students tation, but it will help make students
ought to go home thanking God for the prouder of their school. This, of course,
opportunity to study at a school that is translates into better alumni giving, which
enjoying extensively renovated facilities, is another thing those rankings folks look
continues to attract better and better stu for.
Not that rankings are everything, or
dents, and boasts an astounding faculty.
Too often, however, students walk away anything, for that matter. More impor
tantly, students ought to be prouder of
grumbling.
In fact, students often walk away their school because they rightfully should
without fully appreciating or taking ad be - it's a great place to study. And when
vantage of the benefits the Law School the New York Times takes note of all the
offers. Two years ago, the president of fantastic activity taking place here, we
the American Bar Association spoke to ought to be proud of that, too, even if
the article tries to give Dean Young all
a nearly empty L201.
Last year Sen. Paul Sarbanes vis the credit.
If we want people to say good
ited to talk about the (in)famous legisla
tion that bears his name. The turnout was things about our school and the value of
again unimpressive, although adminis a GW degree, then it's up to us to be the
trators wisely moved the speech to the first to speak up.
Moot Court room to give the appearance
Brandon Briscoe is a 3L from New Or
of a packed house.
leans,
La. and editor-in-chief of the Nota
And this year, the Brazilian ambas
Bene.
Reach him at bbriscoe@law.gwu.edu.
sador spoke to a relatively empty room
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Board Editorial

Here's to the SBA
Law student leaders are on the right track
in promoting graduate alcohol policy.

Ex Cathedra

Tauber/Wofa Bene
Students gather at the information desk in Stockton to participate in the first Thirsty
Thursday of the year in early October. The event was co-sponsored by the SB A and
Lambda Law. The SBA is right to pursue a separate alcohol policy for graduate
students because the current policy places unneccesary and unfair restrictions on
adult students:

"Mmmmm. Beer." Homer Simpson
would be proud of the SBA for finally
hosting a "Thirsty Thursday," and we'll
join him in offering our praise despite the
two-month wait. Although an excessive
percentage of student money is spent on
alcohol each year, the Thursday events
are a particularly nice way to foster
comraderie and relieve stress.
This is why the SBA is right ontrack
in its efforts to write a graduate student
alcohol policy for the University at large.
The Law School is governed by the same
rules that try to keep undergraduate
drinking in check, an arrangement that
makes little sense.
Although there are always a hand
ful of law students who weigh in under
21, law school functions should not be
restricted to the silly formalities meant to
keep fraternity boys from getting liquored
up and trashing the campus.
The first Thirsty Thursday arrived
so late in the year in part due to hang-ups
with the needlessly complex paperwork
required by the University's alcohol
policy. It shouldn't take an act of Con
gress for law students to drink on the Law
School porch, and other graduate stu

dents also deserve similar latitude.
In addition to the paperwork, the
University should not require the SBA to
pay for a University police officer to be
present. The officer often costs as much
as the beer, and it's practically extortion
on the University's part to mandate that
cost for any event with alcohol. The Uni
versity police exist to keep an eye on such
things - we are already paying for their

services in the form of tuition. It is ri
diculous to ask us to pay a second fee to
have an officer simply stand around
watching adult law students drink respon
sibly.
We hope that the other graduate
schools on campus will join the SBAs
much needed effort, as they, too, are ei titled to be treated like the adults they are.
Hopefully, these efforts will not go unno
ticed by the University Administration.
So we raise our Bar-Bri cup to the
SBA for their efforts to create a better
policy and situation for all graduate
groups on campus. The University should
work to find an agreement and end its
practice of stealing student money for
unnecessary police supervision that we've
already paid for.

Readers' Forum
Editor's Note: No letters to the editor were submitted for this issue.
The Nota Bene welcomes your comments. To wr ite, please follow t he
guidelines below.

To Submit an Opinion
The Nota Bene invites readers' opinions. Letters to the Editor
must be 3 00 words or few er, signed, dated and include a gr aduation
/ear or title. E-mail submissions to notabene@law.gwu.edu
To wri te a lo nger opinion column, contact Opinions Editor Chris
/IcClintock at cmcclintock@law.gwu.edu
Nota Bene reserves the ri ght to ed it all sub missions for spac e, gram-

nar, clarity and vulgarity.
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ODDS AND ENDS
Budget Forecast

w

hen asked about her name, Whoopi Goldberg replied: "Do
you know what a whoopi cushion is? Do you know that
sound it makes?"

"That's me.
Every day.

Crossword 101

Hv Ed CJMCI

Across
I Actor Rein er
5 Holds up
0 H. S. subject

I

I

I

I

He

if

She then went on to explain that
Goldberg is a family name from her
great-grandmother.

Horoscopes
Libra: (Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
You will regret coming to law school three times this week.
Scorpio: (Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
You will not do well on your Civ. Pro. midterm.
This does not make you a bad person, just a bad student.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22—Dec. 21)
You w ill do well on your Civ. Pro. midterm. Enjoy Harvard next year.
Bastard.
Capricorn: (Dec. 22—Jan. 19)
You will start outlining this week. It will not pay off.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
You will get bumped off the wireless network five
times in the next five minutes.

Pisces: (Feb. 19—March 20)
Next building improvement: lifeboats in LL101.

Be,

Tin

I 41 Me
42 Gulf Stream co nsultants
43 Blue-pencil
44 Actress Davis
45 Bring into existence
47 State in northeastern India
50 Singer Charles
51 Monthly mailings; 2 wds
58 Molding

59 Corpulent
60 \fcsw
62 Swerve
63 More capable
64 Nabisco output
65 Steps
66 National visitor
67 Former Bill Quarte rback
JS222
1 Atlan tic Cape
2 Landed
3 Stern
4 "Damn Yankees" girl of
song
5 Hewlett-Packard output
6 Plentiful
7 Positive

8 Sovereign

9 Lays down

10 System

11 Ye arns
12 Armistice
13 Com covers
21 Liveliness
22 Felons
2$ Time, units
26 Plumbing fixture
27 Snap
28 Residue
29 List of candidates
30 Sailors

31 Curve
33 Touch
34 Soft drink
35 Section
36 Spread
38 Individual units
39 Negative
40 Grant's quest
44 Bread makers
45 Kodak's product
46 Type of whiskey

47 Higher up
48 Wiser

Aries: (March 21—April 19)
Halloween will be the one day this year you look normal.

Answer on page 11

Taurus: (April. 20—May 20)
Don't be surprised when 30 other people are dressed as Catholic school
girls. But you might be the only male.

]Mla kiin'

Gemini: (May 21—June 21)
That Catholic school girl you will hit on will be a guy.

Whoopi

Cancer: (June 22—July 22)
You jeer now, but somedayyou will be that Cubs' fan.
Leo: (July 23—Aug. 22)
Haven't been called on yet? This week, pal.
Virgo: (Aug. 23—Sept. 22)
You will die in the Marine Corps Marathon. No one will care.

Fun, Fun, Fun

aubef'Afofa Ben
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Comedian Whoopi Goldberg performs at the Smith Center for Colonials Week
end, Fri., Oct. 17.

XH© S of t Lounge by Frank Lattuca
'S^ndro^e. DON'T
Vi"-C
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SVyr up for
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Beach Boy Brian Johnston plays at the Smith Center Sat., Oct. 18. Also
in attendance were law school Dean's Young, Morrison and Trangsrud,
along with Profs. Raven-Hansen, Saltzburg and Peterson.
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